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Fifty-One Bodies Recovered and
More Probably Buried Beneath
The Waters.
Atlantic City, N. J., Oct. ay ii
C clock today fifty-one bodies bad
been recovered from the two ears
of the electric line of the West Jer-
sey & Seashore Ralway, which
loaded with men, wc men and child-
ren, dashed into "The Thotoughfare-
ye-surdas', and one of the cars has
!see brought to the shore. How-
away, if any. remain in the other car
it slot known The fact that some
bodies were recovered outside of the
ears leads to the brief that possibly
uot all of those drowned may ev-r
be recovered.
The identified dead number forty-
two.
Atlantic Coy, N. J, October *-
As the details of yesterday's terrible
wreck as the electric line of the
Wert New Jersey & Seashore Rail
road developed during the night the
disaster became more appalling. The
total number of perses whose -lives
weri snuffed out almost instantly is
probably sixty-six with nearly a
score r injured, several of whom, it
is thongto will die. Forty-eight
b‘ties have already been brought to
the surface. There were ninety-one
persons on the train. fifteen passes
and seventy-six fares. Twenty-five
of this number have been accounted
for which, with the bodies recovered,
bring the total to seventy-three.
ths leaves eighteen persons not ac-
counted for and who are supposed to
have been drowned l is possible that
scene of these may never be found
Work of Identification.
At police headquarters it was stat-
ed this morning that the effects found
on bodies were not sufficient to ad-
mit of identification of More than six,
and that identification will have to be
• made by personal inspect:on. There
will be no hkelihood of further identi.
fications probably until noon today
An of the bodies are being embalmn-
ed.
The early morning trains brought
many persons from Philadelphia and
other points who were anxious to
kern if a dear one had been swept to
death by the awful disaster.
The wreck occurred at the draw-
bridge which spans "The Thorough-
fare", a small water-way about one
mile outside of this city, just on the
eastern edge of the Meadows and
Was directly due to the draw failing
to work properly. The fishing
schooner Sinbad, which was recent-
ly wrecked of Winter Quarter
Shoals Light, a short distance from
the Delaware Breokwater, had just
passed through thc drawbridge. As
the schooner was entering the draw
the electric train hove in sight and
started to cross the Meadow from the
dirtction of Pleasantville. Before the
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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o Minister Must Go
.o Beyond Church Will.. o
o "Twenty years hence the o
o church will demand a minister o
o whose interest extends to civic 0
o insprovement and social re- o
-o form," said Rev. J. L. Jackson, o
o at the Hyde Park Baptist ta
o church, yesterday, in a sermon o
n on "The Kind of Minister the o
Modern Church Demands." o
-o At present there are many o
* who maintain that the. clergy-
o man's sphere of activity is o
o bounded by the four walls of "c
o his church but their number
o is constantly diminishing.
o 'The growing generation de- o
o mends active, energetic minis- o
o tars who are as ready to fight o
e for reform in the social and c
• political world as they are to a
o proclaim It from the pulpit." o
O 000000000ci0000000
Governor and Other State Officers to
Be Named in Twenty-
Three States
New York, Oct. j ---A week from
Tuesday there will be elections in for-
ty-two states and three territories.
Oregon, Maine and Vermont have al-
ready elected state officers and mem-
bers of the sixtieth congress. In
twenty-three of the states a governor
and other state officers; in twenty of
them also a legislature; in ten minor
state officers or justices of the su-
preme court; in two congressmen and
a legislature, and in seven congress-
men only are to be elected Okla
home is to vote on a state constitu-
tion, and Arizona and New Mexico
on joint statehood
The terms of thirty United States
senators—fifteen Democrats and
fifteen 'republicans—expire March 3.
levy. Virginia. Louisiana, dlississippi,
Kentucky and Arkansaw have already
selected democrats, and Georgia has
a legislature, which will elect another
while Maine and Oregon have legis-
latures which insure the return of
republicans.
Of the twenty-two states in which
is to be chosen November 6 a legis-
lature that will elect limited States
senators, fourteen are now repre-
sented in the senate by republicans
and eight by democrats.
A national house of representatives
is to be elected—the sixtieth congress
—with 395 members The present
house is composed of 350 republicans
and t36 democrats Maine has already
elected four republicans. Oregon two
and Vermont two.
There is fusion in only one state—
Nebraska—where the democrats and
populists agreed upon a division of
the mate nominations, though in sev-
eral other states the republican or
democratic candidates for state offices
have been nominated or indorsed by
one or more of the minor parties.
Only One Ticket.
As usual, there is one state ticket—
the democratic—in South Carolina.
Pennsylvania leads this year with the
greatest number of state tickets—
twelve. Parties are numerou.s, those
having tickets in the field being: In-
dependence League, Citizens', Com-
monwealth. City, Referendum, Jef-
ferson, American. Anti-Administra-
tion Republican, Reorganized Repub-
lican and Lincoln Republican. Six
of them, however, are confined' to
Pennsylvania.
The socialists have tickets in twen-
ty-five states, the .prOhibitionists in
twenty-three. Socialist Labor in
seven, populists or peoples' in four
and the independence league in three,
while 'public ownership" has a ticket
in one state.
The number of tickets in the dif-
ferent states are: South Carolina,
Alabama, Florida; North Carolina,
Tennessee, Washington, two; Dela-
ware, Montana, Nevada, North Da-
kota, Rhode Island, Utah, three; Con-
necticut, Colorado, Idaho, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, South Dakota Wisconsin,
Wyoming. four; Illinofe, Iowa, Kan-
sas, New York, Ohio, five; Indiana,
Massachusetts, Texas, six; California,
seven; Pennsylvania, twelve.
The socialists 'have tickets in Cali-
fornia, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida,
Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kan-
sas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Mis-
souri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Hampshire, New York, North
Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin
and Wyoening.
The prohibitionists in California,
Connecticut Deleware, Idaho, Illi-
nois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Massa-
chusetts, Michigan, Minesota, Mis-
souri, Nebraska, New Hampshire,
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, SCluth Dakota, Texas,
Wisconsin and Wycrine.
The socialist labor in. Illinois, In-
diana, Massachusetts, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Texas.
The populists, or people's party, in
•
COUNTY CLERK HIRAM SMEDLEY WILL 0111111MVE YESTER-
DAY, TODAY AND TOMORROW. AND T&/LE NO RECOGNI-
• TION OF NEXT MONDAY, WHICH IS THE DAY SANC
TIONED BY JUDGE HUSBANDS SEVERAL YEARS AGO,
WHEN A TEST WAS MADE OF THE MATTER IN THE
COURTS.
Yesterday., today and tomorrow are
the days established by County Clerk
Hiram Smedley as the time that those
prevented from registering. upon the
regular and supplemental registratioi
days on account of illuess of them
selves, members of th:ir family, oi
absence from the cite can come be-
fore him and register 'Fr the ap-
proaching election. The clerk says
these days are the ones he will receive
nice, unless ordered otherwise by the
courts.
Id order to participate in next
week's general election, and the en-
suing primaries, everybody must
register with the election officers, giv-
ing their names, address and politics.
The regular registration day was the
first Tuesday of this month, and the
supplemental day the third Tuesdae.
The law says that those people who
could not appear at the precinct vot-
ing places and register on the regu-
lar and supplemental day, on account
of illness of themselves, family, or
theft individual absence from the city,
can appear before the county clerk on
the "Monday. Tuesday and Wednes-
day" just preceding the general elec-
tion, make sworn affidavit of their
illness, or absence from the city, and
the clerk will give them a registra-
tion certificate, entitling them to vote
in the general election and ensuing
primaries
For years the county clerk observed
Mbnclay, Tuesdhy and Wednesday
of the week preceding the general
election, but two years ago when
Druggist James Segenfelter did not
get to register on the regular or sup-
eental egistration days, he went
e the county clerk the Monday
e the general election was to
d the following day (Tuesday)
appiied° .ur a certificate. The
refueed it, and the druggist filed
sei before the then circuit court
ju4e, Hon. L. D. Husbands, asking
tha the clerk be compelled ,. to let
hi register on the Monday just be-
for4 the election day. The judge or-
dertd the clerk to do this. Judge
Hu bands. in passing on the question.
sai4 the leiv meant that sick or ab-
seii4 people could swear to this and
regtcr before the coutity clerk on
the Tuesday and Wednesday of the
we preceding the general election,
and e eienday of the weak in which
the eiection was held on Tuesday.
Thi latter Monday is just one day
bef4e the election. The judge's con-
sir Sion was that the law by saying
ay. Tuesday and Wedcesday"
prefing the election, did not mean
the `Monday, Tepesday and Anednes-
day jof thc 'week' preceding" the elec-
to:in t the Tuesday and Wednes-
day the preceding week, and Mon
it.:A
day of "election week," which put the
last day the day before the election.
Cherie, Graham was then county
clerk and followed this court ruling
until tt, went out the first of this
year. County Clerk Smedley yester-
day, however, said he would observe
the Monday. Tuesday and Wednes-
day of this week, and not recognize
next Monday. unless compelled to do
so by The courts. Ile registered quite
a nuipber of people yesterday, and





THE ACTION LS ONE OF GREAT IMPORTANCE, AS THE DECI-
SION OF THE COURTS WILL SET A PRECEDENT GOVERN-
ING ISSUAL OF LIQUOR LICENSES BY THE MUNICIPAL
AUTHORITIES OF THIS CITY—COMPANY CLAIMS %FPI-
CIALS CANNOT REFUSE LICENSE ON SURMISE THAT
THEY WILL VIOLATE THE LAW.
Before Judge Reed in 'the circuit
court comes up for hearing tomorrow
the case wherein the Paducah Distil-
leries company is attempting to corn-
pel the public officials of this city to
grant it a license to sell liquor in
quantities as small as one quart. It
is a mandamus proceeding that wu
instituted ten days ago by the distil-
lery people.
This is the first suit of this charac-
ter ever brought in Paducah and its
outcome is being watched with great
interest, as the decision of the courts
will establish a precedent whether
or not the municipal legislative boards
can refuse a license.
The distilleries people contend that
the city authorities have to issue a
license, and then if they violate the
laws, take it away from them Their
position is based on the contention
that the public officials cannot turn
down their application for a license
solely on the surmise or conjecture
that the distilleries people will violate
any law. The reason the company's
license was taken from it last June is
California, Indiana, Iowa and Kan-
sas.
The independence league in Cali-
fornia, Massachusetts oil New Yob.
Union Labor in California and
Pennsylvania
Public ownership in Minnesota .
Antalkisninistration republican in
Alabama.
Reorganized republican in Texas.
The socialists and prohibitionists
have nominated candidates for con-
gress.in man), districts, and in others
labor unions or federations have in-
dorsed democrats or republicans who
are believed to be favorable to their
cause.
Captain Doegise Jones and wife are
here from Rosa Clair, around which
place the former's boat Bernice is
towing.
because vulgar pictures were used in
advertising the business.
The legislative authorities are of
the opinion that they have supreme
authority when it comes to issuing li-
quor licenses, their opinion being that
the WIMP and charter empower
them to grant or refuse the license.
There is a law effective now that
the license of anyone shall be taken
away if they violate the city or state
law.
One city official yesterday said it
the courts compelled the municipality
to grant a license to the distilleries
company it would set a precedent that
would have to be followed. Continu-
ing, he said if a saloon-keeper kept
open in Sunday, took in several hun-
dred dollars, Which would more than
justify him in having his license re-
voked, all he would have to do would
be to conic in and get another license
and continue in business, keeping open
ag-ai. He also said a decisio against
the city would take out of the legisla-
tive boards' hands the authority to
reiralst4 tie traffic, dad let the liquOr
dealers be in fall charge.
—At 10:30 o'eloc Sunday morning
the fire department was called to
Wheetis' home at 1918 Broad-
way by volumes of smoke coming
from the roof. Ali developed no fire
eeisted, the "cliinutey being choked
ep. Two hours before the depart-
ments were called to W. J. Engtert's
home et Sixteenth and Monroe,
where boarding near a radiator start-
led a small blaze.
—The Southwestern Medical Soc-
,ety holds its semi-annual gathering
today at Dawson Springs, and several
Paducah doctors will attend.
—The Academy of Medicine met
last night witti Dr. Acree and lec-
tnre; were devilered hy the host and
Dr. l„. L. Smith.
—Thqrsday is the day the coal deal-
ers say fuel raises one cent per






BUT IT IS ONLY A
LOCAL CONTROVERSY
IS THE VIEW OF UNCLE SAM
CONCERNING JAPANESE
SCHOOL DISPUTE,
Assurance Extended to Mikado That
No Ill-Treatment of Japanese
Citizens Will Be Permitted.
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 29.—Prtst-
dent Alfred Roocovieri of the board
of education said tonight that the
coming of Secretary Metcalf to San
Francisco was unnecessary, as the ex-
clusion of Japanese from public
schools pro% ided for white children is
required by law of the state of Cali-
fornia.
"Many of the so-called Jeipanse
•chool children.- said President Ron-
covieri, "are men of from tisPenty to
twenty-three years old. They have
no istlit to attend the schools estab-
lished for our little boys and girls,
and we would not allow white men
of the same age to go to these
schools. These pupils are largely of
the Japanese servant class, working
for their board and lodging. They are
to be commended for so working, but
they are not entitled to go to school
with the little boys and girls.
SWItie Lew Bars Japanese. •
"The state lew is explicit in the
matter and we must be bound by it.
We do not deny the Japanese any
educational right. We are glad to
afford every facility of the schools,
but there are separate schools for
them and those are the school, that
they must attend.
"Of course, if the United States
declares our state lase in conflict with
a treaty, that's another matter. But
at present we are guided solely by
California laws."
President Roncovieri stated that be-
fore the fire there were Reim eoo to
500 Japanese pupils here A new
count is now being made. •
The secretary of the Japanese lega-
tion here stated that the Japanese are
perfectly satisfied to await the is.
vestigation that Secretary Metcalf is
to make The attitude of the Wash-
ington authorities is considered cor-
rect and very friendly.
Consul Makes Protest.
Sacramento, Cal, Oct at
Japanese consul in San Francisco has
sent a letter to Governor Pardee pro-
esting against the ruling of the San
Francisco board of education that
Japanese children cannot attend pub-
lic schools where white children are
taught. He also enters a protest re-
garding the large number of robber-
ies and murders of Japanese in San
Francisco.
Governor Pardee says he will ser-
iously consider the protests before
forming a reply.
Washington, D. C., Oct. au—The
test of a cablegram to Ambassador
Wright at Tokio, given out by the
state department, bearing on the al-
leged discriminations against Japan-
ese laborors and school children in
San Francisco, shows that the Unit-
ed States took prompt action to ac-
quaint the Japanese government of
the purely local character of the case.
The dispatch was brought forth by
one from Ambassador White calling
attention to the view Sf the matter
as taken by the newspapers of Tokio
and makes plain the fact that this
govermnent would nee 'tolerate any
other treatment toward Japanese than
accorded the most friendly European
nation. The cablegram is dated Oc-
tober 23, and, therefore, was sent
three days before the visit of Vi,-
count Aoki to Secretary Root.
It is as follows:
"October 23, trio6--Wright, Teloo:
Troubles your dispatch of 21st are
entirely local and confined to San
Francisco. This government was not
aware of their existence until the pub-
lication in our newspapers of what
had happened in Tokio.
"The best information we have been
able to obtain indicates that there
is nothing in San Francisco but an
ordinary local labor controversy, ex-
cited by the abnormal canditions re-
sulting from the earthquake and fire.
(Continued on Page Eight)
TRAINED NURSE
LOST POCKETBOOK
MISS MARY HUGHES' PROPER-




WILLIE WATSON IS RESTING
WELL FROM WOUNDS RE-
CEIVED SATURDAY
Bcilermaker John Hastend Wandered
Streets For Hours in Befuddled
Condition After Assault,
Miss Mary Hughes a trained
nurse, of Memphis, telephoned the
police last evening that she had boat
in some manner her purse containing
nitiney and other valuables. Shoe*
thereafter the stret car •company in
stetor informed the patrolmen one
of the traction attaches found the
rcycketbook on Broadway believe
Th:rd and Fourth street, and t it
to the company offices where the
ledy can procure it by calling, f,e;
Lieutenant Back. ,-,
Lieutenant Thomas Potter of the
police force returned this moridag
from Memphis, where he went Sunday
curse of Meanphis telephoned iithe
Win Lightfoot, colored, mtWe
case, which is nearing a close. De-
tective Wm. Baker was at the iliett-
tenant's desk while the Litter wes
away.
Watson Doing Well,
Willie Watson. of Clements street
is resting well with the knife wound
received early Sunday morning dur-
ing a fight in the "red light' dis-
trict on West Court street It de-,
velops the knife did not ponsissto
tht abdominal cavity During the
eeciternent right after the fight the
(dicers of the tenderloin reported to
A•-ting leutenant Baker that the
teouble happened in Daisy Mien's
bewdy house, and publication to that
effect made, but after further inves-
tigation the patrolmen find this was
vreonoue. as the fight occurred on
the street and not ins;de that‘ouse.
Druninnons Charged.
Charles Sisney, white. of Marion,
Li., was locked tip *arty this morn-
ing by Officers Brennan and Terrell,
who found him drunk at Fou-th and
Broadway.
Wandered About Streets.
Boilermaker John Hastend of 600
South Third street, Sunday reported
that Saturday night while going up
South Third. a negro asked for a
match, and while he was getting it
out, the darky grabbed his watch and
started to run. Hastend felled the
negro with a brick, but at this mo-
reeot the highwayman's pal knocked
Hastend senseless with a blow from
behind Both escaped, and Hastend
in a befuddled condition wandered
thc streets until o'clock Sunday
meriting, when he finally reached
home. His watch and money were
bi th missing He works for the Fow
ler-Wolfe works on lower Broad-
way.
Game Warden Makes Arrest.
Detective 7. J. Moore was Iasi
Saturday appointed in th county
court, as game warden for this coun-
ty the duties being to prosecute peo-
ple killing game during the sew
htnting is prohibited. Sunday WW1*
out in the woods the warden came
across Hew Rottgering of Rowlamd-
town, anersi young fellow from Thin-
e-is, both having guns and gamentite
along. It is unlawful to hunt now,' co
the warden ordered the young follows
to answer before the courts at any
time he gets a warrant for them.
They were released on their &Abe-
n'zance.
Wheels Stolen.
Paul Noreen, son of Professor Nene
yell, the insurance man, reportid to
the police yesterday that conic one
hal stolen his bicycle.
Ralph Hill informed the offieete
that he left his bike Standing on the
sidewalk on Broadway, and when he
returned for it some one had stolen
it. .
Frank Cick's report to the authori-
ties showed some one had Swiped the
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MRS WILLIAM J. STONE WENT TO HER REWARD AFTER SEV-
ERAL WEEK'S ILLNESS AT HOME OF HER DAUGHTER IN
JACKSON, MISS.—CAPTAIN EZEKIAL GORDON PASSED
AWAY AT RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL AND WAS TAKEN TO
PITTSBURG, PA.. FOR INTERMENT.—MRS. MARGARET EL-
ROD FOUND SENSELESS AS RESULT OF A PARALYTIC
STROKE—OTHER WORK OF THE GRIM REAPER.
All Padacahans 'Sur day mooting
received with deep regret the infor-
mation that Mrs. W. J. Stone died
that day at the resilence •ef her
daughter, Mrs. S. J. Snook, of Jack-
son, Miss. Yesterday the remains
passed through this city nroute to
their home in Keuttawa where the
funeral services will be held today.
Mrs. Stone went to Jackson sever-
al weeks ago to visit her daughter,
and while there was taken ill with
typhoid pneumow:a. Last week it
was seen her condition was pre-
carious and her hsuband, Captain
W'lliam J. Stone, the wall known
former congressman from this dis-
trict was summoned. She.lived only
a few days after his arrival.
Mgt. Stone was born and reared
at Cynthiana, and it was there that
she met her future husband under
trauma) circumstances. He had been
in the battle near that place and she
found bun lyingon the battlefield
euffering from the loss of a limb that
had been shattered by bullets. She
ministered to his needs and after-
werds became his wife.
Besides her husband, she is surviv-
ed by two daughters. Mrs. Snook,
of Jackson, and Mrs. Marks W.
Young of Kuttawa.
'Me interment occurs at the New
Bethel cemetery, which is close to
their'•home jest outside of Kuttawa.
•-••••Illowe
Amerman Dist
Sunday afternoon at 4 )clock Cap-
tan EnekialeGordon died at River-
side hospital, where he was takes'
the day before, with ureasaic poison-
ing_ The remains were shipped this
moroing at :147 o'clock to .his former
home in Pittsburg for interment.
Captain Gordon was forty-five
years old and born in New York.
but moved to Pittsburg when a lad,
and growing up, was engaged in the
hotel business, afterwards the iron
indniory, and then too years ago he
bought a steamboat Cheraw Turner,
which he brought here apd ha' been
since ening intehe tie towing trade in
the sorromedg rivers.
Ile was taken ill several weeks ago
with trephoidioneumonia hoe recov-
ered sufficiently to be oat on the
streets. Several. days ago be was
stricken with the ureamic poisoning
and taken to the hospital Last night
at 8 eittlock sereices were meld in
the residence at :oat South Fifth
street by Rev. W. E. Cave of the
First Presbyteries church. 'Rae re
mains were afterworde accompanied
to the papot by cssrs L00,6 *. Levy.
Louis P. flifead. Fred Nagel. • 'Don
Martin. tWoi •Robinson and :t 0 C.
Glass, all Eagles. with which ouder
the deceased aidiaNd.
Only one year age the deceased
was married so MissaRacheat Lennoe
of Pittsburg, and she survives him.
The towboat Turner is now up the
Cumberland river with a tie tow, in
command of ,Captain Tutton Carroll.
The deceased was a sr ember of the
Masonic and 'Eagle lodges and a
member of •the National Lumber
Dealers Anootiation. The Masons




Mrs. Margaret Melissa Elrod died
Suneday of .Paralysis inohe Massac
section oft the county and the burial
occurred at 2 a'-enaek yes•erday af-
ternoon in the family cemetery.
The deceased was 56 years old.
'born On this covnty. and 'first mar-
vied Charles Humphreys. who died
-several years aloe and shc then mar-
tied Bud Elrod, She *was found in a
leartially unconscious .veandition early
Sunday ..norning. ant! never rallied
from the stroke. Her children left
arc Mrs. _Samuel Miles.' of this city.
'Miss Nina Humphreys, Messrs Fines
and George 'Humphreys, of afaessac,
also two smaller cheldresi of that
place and Wr Will Boriphreye of
Bandana.
Mechanicsburg Death.
Mr. Elwood Wilkins. ago 25 years,
died of consumption Sunday morning
at his home in Mechanicsburg after a
two years' illness. The remains were
buried yesterday afternoon -at Oak
Grove cemetery. A eae and two
thildren survive. The Red Wm had
charge of the services.
•••••••••
Young Bride Died.
A very sad death was that yes-
terday afternoon of Mrs. Nettie Me-
Garvey, who died of nausea at the
residence of her father, Mr. George
Thompson of the afassac .eectiou of
the cennty. The young' vaiVii was
married only two months ago to Mr
-Hattie-' arce s4l *known
electrician of this city who is con-
fleeted with the street car compa.na.
Mrs. McGarvey had gone to fuerof atmospftere.—San-TrantISCO CItron-iome in the county !o visit her fele. a • • '
father, when overcome yesterday and
'qdickly expired.-
-The deceased was only eighteen
',tare of Age and exceedingly popu-
ler and highly esteemed by all. The
remains wall be brought to their home
in this city, and funeral services
held this afternoon at 2 o'clock, with
burial following at Oak Grove cem-
etery,
Aged Lady Died.
At to o'clock Sunday morning Mre
Henrietta Moss aged 75 years, died
of pneumonia at the home of her son-
in-law, Dr. Z. T. Dismukes of Ar-
cad.a That afternoon the body was
taken so Clarksville, Tenn., for bur-
ial, that being her former home.
Only the doctor's wife survives her -
Bartender Died
the death Sunday morningaoinHEDL
Consumption was the cause of the
death Stuaday morning at 4 o'clock of
Mr. Edwaiod Waltman, of 144 Flour-
noy street. He was es years old and
a bartender. His wife only surseves
Sunday afternoon the body was bur-
ied te Oakatarove cemetery.
"Barnhart Boy.
The seven months old son of Mr.
C. C. Barnbart, died at Rossini/ton at
9 o'clock yesterday morning and will
be buriedodday at Mt Kenton Celiba-
tely
Metcalfe Child
The week-old girl .of Mr Clarencx
Metcalf of Brockport, died of atom-
ech trouble-Sunday mooting and was
buried eeslorda) afternoon over sit
that village
Emery Girl.
The 13-month-old girl of Mr Wal
ter Emery of Lincoln avenue. is
Metzger'% addition, tired Sunday more
ing at ro o'clock of stomach trouble
and was buried yesterday afternoon
ae the Pisgah cemetery
SAM JONES MEMORIAL.
---
Over g000 People Attend Meeting in
Nashville Anuditorium.
Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 19—Over 3.'
000 people attended the memorial cer-
vices to Sam Jones yesterday after-
noon at the Ryman Auditorium. The
speakers weeelDr. R. Lin Cave, Sen-
ator Carrnack, Dr. W F. Tillett.
Profs J. J. Keys and J. W. Bristor,
John Bell Keeble, Rev, Walter Hof-
comb and Dr le A. Torrey. Senator
Carmack spoke on "Sam 'Jones, the
Man "
He said- -There can be no nobler
epitaph wrinen over the dust of any
Irian than to say that the world is
better for 'Si', having used, rand only
the records of eternity can reveal the
magnitude of the work that Sam
Jones has done for his felloa•-men "
WITHIN 10 CENTS
WORTH OF 23.
%Milwaukee Man Inhales 13 .1;ents
Worth of Gas—Mere Wendt
Have Seen,Petal.
'thirteen cents worth of gas is
dangerous but not deadiy.
Charles C. Hart 'of Milwaukee, dis-
covered this fact after he had blown
out the gas and involuntarily inhaled
thal •.emount. He has -been resusci-
tated and pronounced out 4.)f danger
by physicians, who asserted that an-
other -so cents worth would have
r
endered their work futile.
Hart, who resides at me 'National
avenue, Milwaukee, rested a -room—
with gas--yesterday. in the bearding
house of Gus Schultz. -so West Ran-
dolph 'erect. The gas was supplied
terroegh a slot machine -meter, which
When a 25-cent piece is inserted, doles
out that amount of gas. 'The gas had
been used by Schultz. who 'had
dropped a quarter in the meter a •Iew
hours earlier. He told the police !lie
had used about 12 cents worth
When the Milwaukee guest retired
'he blew out the gas. When his door
was forced open several hours later
he was unconscious and te cents
worth of gas partly filled the room.
After that point the meter had ceased
work and the flow stopped. Tar F.
F'. lifcLoogielin attended the mats and
he soon was revived
California makes the wrecking of
it train or an engine a felony punish-
able by death or life imprisonment,
at -the option of the jury.
'Art item concerning the intentinn
the Oildese to resnrt to the quarter
_of rise eity' formerly inhabited be•
them asserts that "the old atmosphere
of the place will be preserved." %cc
toot not, for it was a very bad brand:
-Ye
LENNIE VANCE AND WILL
HAYS FINED FOR LET-
TING BOYS PLAY.
Charles Gordon Proved He Was Not
the Panty Who Robbed Kildreth
Sunday Morning.
Lennie Vance and Will Hay*, col-
ored. were fined Sox) by Joao Pur-
year in the police court yesterday
morning on the charge of permitting
minors to play pool in tehir poolroom
on Lower Court street. It was at
their place that the negro Harrison
beat the Williams fellow over the
head with a wagon spoke several
nights since.
Louis Gore was fined ato for dis-
orderly conduct, and the fine then set
aside, pending his good behavior.
The disorderly conduct ciarge
against James Rudolph oas centin-
ued until today.
Until today was put off the warrants
accusing Joe Hughes and Chaelee s-
borne with letting their tows -un at
large on the streets. •
Barney Padgett and W. M. Polgett
vivre given continuances unta next
Monday of the warrant ()urging
them with selling liquor to tie Skit-
ban boy, who is under legal ate.
Lelatuy Ceutohfield, colored was
fined $.25 for getting drunk anl then
crawling into the coal home of a
man on Husbands street and geing to
sleep.
Charles' Gordon was dismased of
the charge of robbery. The young
fellow named Hildreth accused Gor-
don of being the person who imper-
sonated a United Slats doective
catty Sunday morning and robbed
Hildreth in the alley opening on Sev-
enth between Broadway ant Ken-
tucky avenue Gordon proved an 3 1 -
ibi, showing he was in *potter part
of town at the time. Hildrith was
firm in his conviction that Gordon
was the highwayman, clalmng he
recognized a scar on Gordea's face
as the one he noticed Sunda morn
ing.
image Whist.
Here is one of the leaders if Loon-
don society, the wife of a noted bar-
rister. who ought to know chat she
is talking about when she says that
the game of bridge has absorbed Eng-
lish society, body and soul: in fact.
that it is becoming a (-tiro-.
Father Vaughan. the polestar Lon-
don priest, and ether fairings preach-
ers, have sounded the alarm, and
now there is te he introduced a rise-.
ins anti-gambling act in parliamen•
But here is the rob How will tie
authorities be able to suppress the
social little games in the parlors
the elite, since the pros ertial Tea -
that -there can be no inva,ioin of pri-
vate homes for anything but real
crimes also prevails in Fie.aenO? The
Only way out of it, say tee legislator.,
ii teo make playing bOdire 1 crime. and
this will be a difficult thing le .loo. as
there are thousands in all classes
society who play far insignificsn!
stakes, just as penny-ante is poptaa-
in this country
The 'king himself likes a game co
bridge, 'but he plays for very small
stakes, aud he frowns &Jen every
effort to raise the limit.
Husbands and fathers find thee,-
wives Often in financial embarra•s
ment through the reckless gambling
of wives and daughters.
A few quotations from Mrs Twee-
die, who, by the way, is a proli*c
newspaper and magazine writer, will
not prove amiss She citri:
"People nowadays stab* their last
cent on a game of chance. There are
bridge-coats, bridge purses, one might
even say beteg(' manners. and it is no
uncommon thing nowadays for a host-
ess to meet a friend and invite her to
dinner. adding: 'You play bridge.
don't you?' and if the answer by
some wild chance khoidd be in the
negative. the lady • sweetly contin-
ues:
"'Oil, then, Iva .rasia deftie M-
et night. please. because Tuesday is
entirely a bridge party.'
"But the friend a; never asked on
that 'other niet.'
"At bridge houses they seem to
have forgotten how to talk or be
amusing or to And ipleasuee in one
anotiver's society, so -they (tare not
face an evening miless dragged
throngta it- by -the excitement of
bridge. Bridge is an excellent game
as long as it remains a game and is
played or amusement, but bridge
really becomes a• curse when It is
played solely for the encifemest of
gambling and with the object of nine-
ty, making. •%
'One bridge maniac came sunder my
notice on an Atlantic liner, a beau-
tiful American woman married to
well-born Englishman. She bad been
across to pay a visit and came on
board with three friends. They start-
ed bridge before ewe left the Hudson,
and they finished a, we drew sip at
the Mersey docks. Seven and eight
hours a day those foto people playra
bridge, barely allotvinee the stewatele
time to lay the tables for meals. She
was a woman of. eo. and Plumb fre
look after herself end knoav What she f
e old afford. r
"Bridge is not the only terse of
FROM A LITTLE :ZOCK•BANK—
ARRESTED AND A CONFES-
SION WRUNG FROM HIM.
Little Rock, Ark., Oct. 49.—After
being a trusted porter for the Bank
of Commerce for about eight years,
George Baugh, a negro, was arrested
Saturday night on a charge of, having
stolen $377 of the bank's funds used
for the purpose of buying stamps.
It is said his dishonest dealings be-
gan about a year ago. After the of-
ficers of the bank had determined that
Baugh had been stealing he was con-
fronted with the evidence, and it is de-
clared he madf a confession and ac-
knowledged hit guilt.
Among the duties assigned to
Baugh at the bank was the purchase
of stamps. Two or three times each
month he would be given aso with
which to make the puienases. Each
time when he came back from the
postoffice he would deliver aso worth
of stamps. Recently the officers of
the bank found the money used for
stamps was out of the ordinary, and
a careful check of the various depart-
ments was made. It was found that
the departments were not using an
undue amount of stamps.
The officers of the bank confront-
ed Baugh and he is alleged to have
confesses! to the stealing of the mon-
ey and the manner in which he work-
ed. It is related that each time he
was given Oslo for stamps he would go
to the stamp drawer and take out ato
worth of stamps. When he went to
the postoffice he would buy $ae worth
ana add the stolen stamps to the pack-
et, so that he could check in all right
on his return. While the officers kit
the bank do not know how long
Baugh was 'n the business of stamp
stealing, it is supposed he was at it
for about a year.
George W. Roger., shier of the
Bank of Commerce, ee the negro
had confessed in fufl :id explained
how he managed to g, the money.
Baugh was under bond I , o the Bank of
Commerce in the sum Stow
society: the gambling •eirit o in the
air, and at race meetie is the number
of women who bet is itereasing year
by year. At places li:e Sandown or
Ascot men are constantly complain-
ing of the way they are pestered for
taps by their sporting lady friends, or
asked to run about and lay sovereigns
on. horses.
'Gambling is a gee •r hire Men
trinnble in stock, an I shares, they
-ruin their home; they destroy the
lave and respect of wi e and children,
yet they still gambit But women
work just as each hasoc in a smaller
degree --Cincine.oi Fequirer
British Paying for Wives
Tee men ah i ha,' been attached
to eseneanies.of my bettalion had lost
wives !tilled in ' •• raid made by Urn-
nilini after •‘ battle of Rameela.
'In every f:t• the claim was certified
be- X1r. Rua Oeh. the Landdrort, as
c,• -et. and I handed over cheeks
a• milting 1. between eight and nine
oi eked p-e-ids.
%%lien iae last of them had depart-
ed one man came forward and said,
11 eel' do something for me"
a041! But you are not one of the
men whose wives I injured"
"No: 'I have no claim, but perhaps,
we my wife um> killed, you will do
something fir goer
-Now long had you had her"
"Five )ears"
**What did you give for her?"
"Ten cows." •
"Wives will be cheeeer now, for we
have killed a good many men. an no
women. l'ikve you ally children"
"Two."
" "Bays or girlgt"
"Girls."
"Were they killed?"
"Then they are worth a cal
apiece."
"That is so."
"What sort of value nas your
wife?"
"excellent She could hoe weil--
"Widt dor the sake of cal cut at i en. if
you have bad her five years she could
not be as good as she wts when you
got her, and eight cows was the eut-
side value when you rimrriel her, ac-
cording to the current rate at this
time; so if we take off one cow for
two girls you have still got and two
COWS for wear and tear, if you get
the price of five, cows you will be
'fully compeneated?"
"Yes."—Frcnn Gen. Sir Evelyn
Wood's Autobiography in Describing
dhe 7uin Wars.
Ori each day in the year there is an
avert ge of twenty-one aliens debarred
from .entering the port of New York.
A Gold Coast newspaper, reciod
ing a funeral, says the body 'wee
followed by a concourse of sympa-
thizing, friends. Mr. .Biney Hooperde
band headed the procession. Our5 for the men who were back of the











k, EDISON AND VICTOR PHONEGRAPHS AND a GEN'TRAL
I IF YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YOU 0 CALL AND
SEE OUR STOCK.
LOOK OUT FOR OUR !IOW DAY GOODf ATTRACTIVE




SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON HANP
BRIBERY CAUSE WE USB
OF SHORTAGE,The KING OF ALL
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COM- BOSOM LRONERS
MISSION FINDS SHIPPERS
MUST PAY FOR PROMPT
SERVICE
ives."
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct 19.—Followlitg
the exposure of graft among the em-
ployes of the Pennsylvania railroad,
in which a number were shown to
have accepted stock in mines and oth-
er rewards for providing cars for
coal companies which otherwise
tswould have be forced out of busi-
ness, there has come to light a sys-
tem of shortage which is surprising
even to the company officiate and
causing no little disturbance all along
the line of the Pittsburg division. •
It has been common talk for a long
time that bribery was necessary for
a 'hipper to get cars, but the extent
of it was unknown until the investi-
gation of thc interstate commerce
commission, Which wan instigated
against a number of railroad officials
and employes These charges were
taken up by the government and,
after 3 number of employes had been
proven guilty of accepting stock ,n
mimes located along the line, Presi-
dent Casaatt began an investigation.
which has resulted in an order being
sent out over the Pennsylvania lines
which stops all grafting of any kind
Shortly after the exposure of the
coal stock deals and the means em-
ployed by certain concerns to get car.
it was discovered by the Pennsylvania
railroad that there eas a shortage in
the coal bought by it from some ot
the mine' which had contributed to
certain of Cie empkiycie An invest'.
gation was begun and it was found
that for a tang time the ininee-'which
had contributed nowt liberally to the
officials of the company had been cut-
ting down weight in coal furnished to
the Pennsylvania
Inspectors, were sent out along the
line and every car weighed, with the
result that in s number of cases thc
shortage was proved. Officials of the
company are reticent, but the fact re-
mains that all coal shipments to the
'company ere now being weighed.
somethinr which was unknown be-
fore The public was also a loser, as
well as the stockholders of the road.
Following the result of the investi-
gatiou, first by the interstate com-
merce commission and later by Pres-
ident Cassatt, at is understood an or-
der has been sent out all over the
Pennsylvania lines prohibiting graft
in any shape or form and causing
many neat little schemes which were
making money for their backers to
fall through.
On the Pennsylvania lines west one
of the first profitable schemes to be
killed was the afficial time table.
which has been published for a num-
ber of years by certain employes ot
the company. This time table was
credited as official; and carried a vast
amount of advertising, which neces-
sitated the employment 'of several so-
lisitors. who were employed by the
publishers, but are said to have rep-
resented themselves as employes ot
th company, or at least to have el-
bowed advertisers to understand so.
Charges have bee/ made by manu-
facturers that they: have been ap-
proached by solicitors for advertise-
ments, and on their refusal :have been
unable to get cars for shipments ot
their goods, or if their goods were in
demand for railroad work they were
unable to sell to the company unless
they advertised. The time tables
were sold to the company at a price
which ie said to have covered the
cost of the printing, and the profits
from the advertising was clear gain
John Schumann-Heink. a son of
Slen. a girt gets hold of a yo'. ,
ifh
man itthe noted singer, is working in heartstrings she proceeds a jaw- . .
lry *Ore in Springfield. Mass. lie '`• tItem 
m a beau-knot
possesses a rich t;."voice and. ex- e
foot, :40 gd MAt:Igt% a'ld any a aool has acquired a rcputa-•
will study tfti: winter: en•ier-- an "hal- !ion 'for wredoineby accidentally do-
Ian muter in Texas, ing the riiiht thing at the right time. 1
WHY?
Because it irons smothly not
rough.
The button boles, or stud
holes match
Third.
Negligee shirts with Mesas
are Ironed perfectly and wills,
out injury.
Four&
It irons either stiff or *mod
bosoms like new, and the
'hump" so often men is mew
ing
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry
Star Laundry
'Phone stm.






Intoxication while oa duty is a sets-
demeanor for a ra lroad employe in
California, and, if dezth results, a fel-
ony.
DR. R. I. HEARNE
SROOKHII BUILDING.
TEL EPHi N E NO 444
H. T. livers, M. D.
OFFICE Tao NORTH FIFTII
TYLEPITONES:
Residence a Office see
R. T. LIGHTPOOT,
LAWYWR.




UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS
The Publishers of Welimer's Internetleael
Dictionary allege t hat It "is, in filet. t he popu-
lar 17nabililged t borough ly re-edited in every
derail, and ireirtlyenrIched In every part, with
the purpose of adapting It to rioret the larger
and severer requinseseszte a another genera-
t jane"W. of the opinion that this allegationmon clearly and nocurateir dreeribes the
work that has been areonipilshed and the
result that baboon reached. The I net innery,
as it now stands, has buea thoroughly se-
edited in every detail, bas been vorres:ted hi
averrapair 
se
tfand le admirably adapted to meet
the r and verer requirements of a
irenerat n which demands more of popular
philological knowledge than any ileum-atlasthat the world !weever contained.
It is perhaps needless to add that we railer
to the dictionary in our judicial work as ofthe highest authOrIty In accuracy of dedni-t ion ; and thole In the f utu Ness In the pow itwill be the mourns of cionstantreterersoe.
CAL* C. NOTT, Clo Judie&
tsirlusterit watoox,
viti8"--7Atitt,




(t he highest award) was given to the Interim.ternsl at the World's Pair, t. Louis.
GET THE LATEST AND 8EST
You wiu be inter-eased in few
specimen pages, sent free., •
G.& C. MERRIAM CO.,.
























' Ifiewing la collections of gowns
-Seal over from Parisian makers of
:World-wide reputation, one is impress-
ed with the tact that almost to a
gown they appeared to have been
built of cleverly combined remnants.
Silk, net, velvet, lace of several dif-•
larest kinds and braidings of son-
taclic or wider braids were all found
on the same garment. Yet so skill-
-41 fully had these seemingly Lwow,-
bus stuffs been put together that the
:whole effect was one of the utmost
elegance. Except where pompadour
silks were employed most of the
gowns were all in one color. The
materials appeared as if all dyed in
the lame vat. The necessary co.
treat, being obtained altogether from
the diffe-elice its texture of the mate-
rials used,
A Gown at Black Union-De-Soie.
A gown of union de soie or chiffon
cloth, as it is more commonly term-
ed, was made over a white taffeta
lining and had a wide hens—some
six inches broad—of black panne vet-
vet and a front panel of the same
as well as a narrower band on the
upper skirt between clusters of tucks
of the dress material. A short, loose
bolero rather equate in effect ac-
companied the costame, which, !Ike
.Tiaboat of those shown, consisted of
, three pieces. The in•er waist 
was
'of the thin cloth with considerable
Irish lace in its garniture and a few
brilliant caste buttons. Wherever
the panne velvet was u•ed on sk
irt
or coat, it was braided all over in an
intricate macaroni design.
Modish Waists.
Waists are almost invariably of
gauzy materials V1 hatever may be the
texture of the gawn, and the color
matches the skirt in all the handsom-
est costunves In clotn tailor-mades
the waist is often of a handsome I's
plaided material for general wear, t it
for special occasions a waist of chi •
fon cloth the color of the costur e
niadi up over white taffeta or tafle.a
of a much lighter shade in the same
color tone, is the correct wear for the
woman who wants to be up to the
minute in her calling attire.
Lace Tops.
Ttis waist of white, ivory or ecrti
lace is always in styk, varying only
in details from season to season, and
even though costly in the beginning,
proves an economy because it lasts
no ion& comes back, from the 
cleaner
looking bran new, and is adapted to
any sort of dress wear, short of a
formal dinner. This year's lace waist
Ii like the gowns described as an af-
fair of patches. A recipe for mak-
ing it would read Build one simple
waist of ample fullness with some
Waking of plain or dotted Brussels
net, nest get out your lace box and
proceed to arrange,. all your stray
bias to the best pdisible advanta
ge
Se matter bow many different sorts
::sere are or bow little of each, if you
have the knack and put them on wen.
,Iffire result will make your most inti-
_Otte eoenry turn green with envy.
non't make the mistake, however, of
using anything but good quality lace.
Nothing is so common in appearance
as cheep elaboration.
Dyed Laces Again modish.
After dying out for a time the fad
for dyed lace has returned -with in-
creased emphasis. Here quality is
not the first thing to be considered.
Owe submitted to the dye pot qual-
Mks of all sorts look very much
alike. The season even yalenciennes
h Ord and used with excellent effect
MO cloth as well as on lighter stnirs
Colors Like&
it is reversible, and is considered bet-
ter for dining rooms than the Wil-
ton; the new designs and colorings
in these are very attractive and they
come also in one-tone shadings to
match color schemes if desirable.
Description of a Model Bathroom.
The floors and walls are tiled, white
with golden yellow borders. Ow
side of the room is devoted to the
modern washstand with open plumb-
ing, gilt banded bowl and sfiver
mountings, above which is a large
triple mirror framed in nickel. At
one side iv a glass shelf, below which
are two large round glass rods for
towels, the whole being attached to
the wall with nickel fixtures and
mountings. On the shelf is a silver
brush and comb tray, a silver match
not garish as they have often been
but soft and artistice and becoming.
whether the hair is dark or light.
white or brown. Ail the crushed
strawberry shades are fashionable.
kedd sh plums and rich wine
shades are especially handsome in
broadcloth of fine quality or in vel-
vets. Leaf browns and the darker
grays, ,smoke, elephant and gun met-
al are all modish, and greens of the
Hunter type as well as soft olives are
shown by the best shops in handsome
costumes.
Materials.
Chiffon cloth is first in favor for
handsome toilets for day or evening
wear. Eolians are still in excellent
style, and soft wools in silk warp
henricoa weaves or voilles are 
some •
of the stuffs used for pretty g
owns
for all sorts of dressy home wear.
'
Coats and Wraps.
Coats are all lengths from bolero to
full length. Pony coats have a n
ew
lease of favor, and empire models a
re
everywhere being eagerly adapted.*
As a rule garments of this sort 
are
half fitted but are very shapely 
in
their outlines, and many are 
gar-
nished with velvet and elab
orate
braidings of narrow soutache, as well
as with the' wider braids.
NEW STYLES IN
HOUSEHOLD THINGS
Of vast importance amongst the
questions of household rehabilitat
ion
is that of correct floor coverings. The
.fitted carpet is practically a thing of
the past, and rugs, from both the con-
venient and hygienic viewpoint are
the universal thing. Of course Orien-
tal rugs are first choice when there is
no price consideration. The correct
selection of these, in quality and color-
ings, and the kinds that are best
adapted to different rooms, also the
names and values of the rugs made in
various parts of the Orient would re-
quire a long separate chapter and will
be reserved for a future letter. Next
to the Orientals come the Wilton
rugs, staple and comparatively durable
at one-fourth the price of Orienttls.
Matching Color Schemes.
It is quite possible now to find col-
ors in perfect harmony with the
scheme of the room as the Wilton,
can be found in the popular uphol-
stery shades of green, pink, red or
blue. Most of the new Willow', how-
ever, come in small closely connected
all-over designs, with brown and tan,
or wood color, as the favorite color
combination. Not so new but quite
as desirable are the Wilton,. in Per-




IS ONE YOU CAN PUT ON AND
FORGET.
YOU CANNOT FORGET A
SHOE THAT HURTS AT EVERY
STEP; OR A SHOE THAT
SPREADS ALL OUT OF SHAPE
The Foster Shoe
EFITS BECAUSE IT IS MAD ON A FOSTER LAST—NOT
ON THE "STANDARD" LAST USED BY MOST SHOE MAK-
ERS. ITS SHAPE IS PERMANENT. DUE TO THE GOOD
STOCK AND SKILLFUL SHOEMAKING. THE FOSTER
SHOE WE4RS OUT. BUT IT WEARS OUT GRACEFULLY
—








WHERE DID YOU BO
YOUR  PIANO 
at
Baldwin's
  1 Th y Make TheoW. T. Miller;
Selected This:.
He and His Broiler have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER
::z*-::z*-nattetnoortittria======t 
THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS ti ONEST
PAWNBROKER
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANED ON
ALL VALUABLES.
I. COHEN




Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Are you interested in a good tone piece? We have a swell list 
At:Cadent. Life, Liability -.team Moiler-
in Dueber Hampden watches, one of the most popular in the
market. We can supply an Elgis, Waltham or any movement
wish Let is repair yOar watch.
PHONE 181 OLD
if your clock is out of orner; we will call for it
every job in our line. Beautiful wedding
ing silver, cut glass or hand printed china.




Eye-See Jewelry db• Optical Co.
315 BROADWAY
J, A. Youstska. Je woke and Optician
111111•1811•11111B1.11111111111111 =1WIWINtunststs========eutual
_..es-rmsgsr
of the stand (to which is attached CONTINUED REPORT OF
er fader tones which recall those of nickel prongs for holding wash cloths
ithe genuine antique Persian rugs. The
MOTHERS' MEETING 
--
Smyrna rug is a good investment as 
and used towels) the other necessary
articles are arranged on hooks that itt„. Pearl Nor-veil, Superintendent, INSURE
are of nickel and attached to the wall. at First Baptist Church.
There is a fancy nickel sponge holder (Communic‘ated.)
and a soap holder to match, in which
an oval of Pears' soap, the favorite of Mrs. Emma Byrd read "A Plea for
Campbell I ilock
Office Phone 360. ▪ - 1.1e:tit:Wine Phone 726
Guy Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embabli
GUI/ NAACEck SON
- UNDERTAKERS AND FirIBALMERE
te Ambulance for sick and injurecipsky
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
!nonor• New 334. Old 699 Open Day and ifigiet
all who desire a clear and beautiful
skin, a holder for two tumblers and
two small racks with places on each
for hanging two tooth brushes Be-
hind the entrance door is a nickel rod
with hooks on which to hang gar-
ments
Household Union&
In ordinary table linens as in most
other household accessories the flora!
motif holds its own. The completed
''pattern cloth" with border, and nap-
kins to correspond, has the greatest
preference for a square or round ta-
ble, and also in what are termed
"banquet cloths" for a table where a
dozen or more guests are to be seat-
ed. Lace of the heavy linen sorts,
such as Cluny, Byzantine, crepon and
Italian filet border the most expen-
sive sets for the table, though in this
variety there is a price graduation, as
in all other art linen artictes. With
the exception of those trimmed with
Italian filet, which./ are usually square,
the lace bordered sets are round and
include the centerpiece, 24 or 27 inch-
es in diameter and a dozen each of
plate doilies and tumbler
Embroidered Sets.
In competition with these lace bor.
dered sets are those with Jajanese or
Maderia embroidery, though a com-
bination of both the lace and hand-
work is sometimes 'employed In the
Japanese sets -the embroidery designs
are always floral, though not as dis-
tinctly Japanese as were the first
shown. The crysanthemum has given
place to the jonquil, the designers of
the older country being as apt to
seise the suggestions of our prefer-
ence as are we to desire their unique
and exquisite workmanship. The Ma-
deira sets are mostly in the regular
open work of that type, though there
are some very costly and beautiful
ones in which are combined with it re-
lief work, and in others still more
costly the blind work and very fine
Fayal drawn work are used in con-
junction with the open work
Popular Priced Sets.
Meat sets with a handworked scal-
lop come at prices within the _reach
of a very moderate purse; but those
of drawn work, in simple design, are
generally preferred. They, of course,
ae always square.
FArNNIE FIELD.
Show us the man who failed to
All signs point to the fact that this box holder, a silver hair receiver sad make gp
d,
jo to be a red season. The reds area silver puff box. On the other 
side knocker.
and we will show you a
s
Fatherhood," in which the writer says
that neither presidents nor preachers
nor teacher, can take the place of
fathers except in their own homes.
Fathers, especially in the work-mad-
ness of America, set apart no spare
' time from their business and ambi-
tions for their children. They play
with them and they are kind to them,
but they stop short of that real inti-
macy by which they could guide them
over many difficulties and away from
the constant dangers that arise from
the inexperience of youth
In this age of universal publicity
I innocenc( goes too soon, and the
kris/iv/ledge that comes is not always
best, because fathers do not give the
help that is best for them to give.
; Too many Jet their boys find out
things for themselves, and being in
'a wilderness they do not always take
the right paths. It is a wonder there
arc not more tragedies of character,
so near and universal are the tempta-
tions and so rare and broken the pa-
ternal guardianship.
If fathers would be more particular,
more careful, more positive, many a
daughter would be saved from un-
worthy associations and from wretch-
ed marriages. Try as he may, a fath-
er cannot delegate his office. He
alone can teach that faith in the pre-
ponderance of good, faith not only in
one's own self • but that in others
which is such a bulwark .in the de-
velopment of the highest type of
character.
Mrs. Pearl Norvell, superintendent
of the department, read, "The Man.
hattan Trade School for Girls," in
New York Cits.
-Miss Christine Mayer read a beau-
tiful poem etitled "Mother," written
by Virginia Woodward Cloud.
The meeting next Thursday after-
noon will be conducted by Mrs. Jettie
M. Elliott. superintendent of the de-
partment of social purity.
Some hair tonics raise more hope
than hair.
Nearly 6000 women are employed in
the mines of Great Britain, none un-
derground, however.
Virginia has found it necessary to
pass a law declaring that for all legal
porposes the words "railroads' and





Moe 306 Broadway PhofterOtisoe 385—Residence 1696
HAS TWO WIVES;
WOULD DROP ONE
John L. Ashley Thought He Was
Divorced When He Mar-
ried No. 2.
Anadark.o, 0., Oct. ags—Threatened
with prosecution for bigamy by a
wife whom he had not seen or heard
of for twenty-one years, John L Ash-
ley has filed suit in the district court
here for divorce from her in order to
establish his legal status and that
of the second wife, whom he married
some year, ago.
According to Ashley's petition, he
was married in Vermont in 1865. They
lived together for twenty years, when
Ashley avers that he was forced to
leave his home, is his wife refused to
live longer with hitn. Ashley went
West and lived successively in Kan-
sas, Colorado and Utah. In Salt
Lake, in 1891, be found an old ac-
quaintance from his former home, who
'told him that his wife had obtained
a divorce shortly after he left. Be-
lieving this to be true, Ashley mar-
ried Miss Alice Harris in Salt Lake
City, and later moved to Oklahoma,
taking up a homestead near Binger.
lie has four children by his second ,
marriage.
Last spring a letter came from Col-
orado, purporting to be signed by the
-first Mrs. Ashley, telling Ashley that
'she knew where he was, and that 
un-
less he sent her Poo° at once she
would come here and prosecute h
im
for bigamy. Since that time Ashl
ey
has been endeavoring to find out
about the alleged divorce, but c
an
learn nothing definite regarding it;
and now, twenty-one years after the
-
date when he last saw his wife, 
he
brings suits for divorce so as to set-
tle the question finally.
Haunted houses may be curtainlesa
and still have shades.
There is nothing more lasting than
a man's love—for himself.
Where the
Skin Chaps
We rcommend the use r4
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-criaappointing healing and
softening . application . for
chapped or cracked skin or lips.
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
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Tearing Up The Streets.
Otw of the corporation organs .n
it. desperate efforts to maintain its
position that it is alright for the
traction company oad.osiker corpora•
tons to teat up the itepeoved atreeta,
bet all wrong for the city to think
of tearing them up to install its
own water plant, ;recoines quite care-
less of the wig)1 it stys The
Pe.gUrier "does .,eot, say, anything
about the fact that the *companies
wtich are granted the permits execute
bonds to replace the, streets in as
itself. This would increase the total
cost of a water plant for Paducah.
about $150000 or a total of $650,000.
Why the Sliii itself in urging the peo-
ple to vote the $too,000 for parks, has
said the city will still have enough
margip for bonds for its water works
if itshould vote them, when in fact
if the city votes the aloo,000 for parks
it will have a margin of less than
astocs000 to go on, and how the city
can with less _than aacia,000 build its
own plant which the Sun figures will
cost in damage to streets and plant
about .$65o,000 we must leave to
someone else to figure out.
VVhen water works builders will
ditplicate the present system of water
works, without the titterer, for poo,
oco, the people will ray no' attenoon
wiateser to the childish assertion of
the Sun about it taking $soo,000 to
ccver the damage to the streets by in-
stalling the mains.
The Register is not arguing the
question of the city installing another
plant, for as we have stated before in
these columns, we prefer that the city
bi.y the present plant at a valuation to
be fixed under the franchise, and if
the company will not sell at such
valuation for the city to build its own
plant as was donf at Owensboro Kr.
and Mobile, Ala., sad which can be
built for $200000; But we Are simply
-„iointing out the childish rot that ap-
pears in one of the corporation or-
gans about such action damaging the
streets of Paducah a half million dol-
Isrs, and to show the public that it
cannot rely upon figures given by
the Sun
•
good condition as before they were °drum Shirk 'llae Responsibility.
torn up." This lack of regard tor
toe truth by the corporation organ is Last week 
in Louisville, Prof. G
shown by the fact that in the Sunday 
W. Dyer, who has the chair of poll-
of cal economy at Vanderbilt universityRegister where. mentionis made
dpermits being granted the traction elivered 
an address on "Christian
company and other corporations to Citizen
ship," and he made plain facts
that every good citizen should con-tear up the improved streets are found
these words "requiring, however, in skier-
all instances that tile streets be re- This lack 
of influence in politics on
ed in good condition." The use of the part of the mass of 
citizens is
.the truth?
The extension, made os watsri
company since the oppraisement
44o-red to will perhaps. run .the cost
of the plant proper up to $175,000. It
is a _known fact that. 'motets ,,rids
bsilders -will conic to Paducah and
dupliette the plant rico& here l for
s;;tnething like $ocestroo, without it
filtering plaht which can be built foe
rruch less than Stors000 more The
$20!,00n covers alae complete instelOod
ticn of the Plant and mains, even
down to replacing the oreets in AS
good condition as at present. The
Sun says the damage to the streets
alone would be $500,000, and accord
ir.g to that paper there must be added
ths coat of "digging the trenches and
rebuilding. the streets, the cost it Mr. .andreaw Carnegie has just re
pipe and .the price of the wafer plant tempi' to ibis' cOuntrY, and in an in-
lilac
those words made it quite plain to due, the speaker asserted, 
to the fact
a I of our readers of ordinary in. that indulgence in political 
activity
t.11igence that the companies are ob. has been left by them largely to 
the
Iged to replace the streets in es clasic individuals: Saloonkeepers and
good condition as they found them, gamblers, members of 
corrupt cor-
If. the rl.)t in the Sun yesterday 
potations and iinacrupuloto politic- ,
;shout what it would cost to open the la". •
st s to lay water mains is to con- ! 
!'Every saloon in Louisville." he —
tome then the readers of that sheet said, "i
s a club They discuss politics, AYER-LORD - TIE COMPANY
i SUED W. E. WELDON
may, expel all manner of misrepre- they 
know what is going on, they
sentations. Either the writer of fhat-.1 -n) 
combinations. They nominate FOR $746.19.
rot lacks summon. sense or the read- l iven to
 work for their. in the legisla-
ers of it. Here is what the Sun says lure. 
Every day they are working to
on the subject, to-wit "It is conser- have policies 
carried out.
C
aative to say that lieoci,000 would not! "-The corrupt 
corporation. and lay




GORGEOUS RECEPTION ACCORDED TUE ENTIRE PUBLIC,
WHICH IS CORDIALLY INVITED TO BE PRESENT BE-
TWEEN HOURS OF 3 AND 5 O'CLOCK THIS AFTERNOON,
!AID 7303 AND is O'CLOCK TONIGHT — IMPRESSIVE AND
WELL ATTENDED WERETHE ANNUAL MEMORIAL SER-
VICES HELD SUNDAY AFTERNOON BY RED MEWS LODGE
AT BROADWAY METHODIS T CHURCH.
Yesterday the interior of the Elks'
Home on North Fifth street was
beautifully decorated with floral ar-
rangements, preparatory for the re-
ception to be given the public this
afternoon and evening. The place
presents an attractive appearance and
is a charming place to visit for the
lodgemen's friends.
This afternoon from 3 until 5
o'clock the reception will be for
ladies, while from 7:30 to It o'clock
this evening it is for the gentlemen
and ladies both. The ladies will 'se
presented with souvenirs of beautiful
carnations, while refreshments rid
punch will be served everybody. All
children are cordially invited to at-
tend this afternoon and tonight, gro-
vided they are accompanied by older
persons. A fine orchestra band %ill
furnish music for both affairs, wtile'
everybody entering are requested to
register their names in the huge book
to be stationed at the main entrarce.
This register will be a souvenir for
the lodge, as it will show who called
during the reception hours.
This afternoon the followinglalies
will assist the brethren in receiving
their guests:
Mrs. Robert Phillips, chairmaa..,
Mesdames Armour Gardner, Jas.
Weille, R. D. Clements, Henry Ratty.
Geo. Flournoy, A. R. Meyers, Camp-
bell Flournoy, Dr. Phil Stewart, Louis
S. Levy, Clarence Sherrill, Lizzie
Austin, Hughes McNight and Hiss
Anna Webb.
Tonight the ladies helping receive
are:
Mrs. Thomas C Leech, chairmen.
Mesdames Victor Voris, Bodie
Campbell, I. D. Wikox,, Mitt Cope,
Louis S. Levy, Jake Wallerstein, Wm.
McGary, R. T. Lightfoot, Geo. C.
Wallace, Dr. Reynolds. Jas Weille,
R D. Clements, Henry Thompson,
and Jno. Keiler.
The'following young ladies prraide
alone, not to mention the cost of labor dictates to 
legislators, is doing more.
in digging the trenches ' and re- I believe, than all other influences to
I. lidding the streets, the cost of pipe corrupt politics. The 
corporation
and the price of the water plant it- man is very patrione. He l
oves to
self". Does the Sun obink the people sing 'My Country. 'tis to Thee,' with
of POilticah have no trains or cannot the emphasis on the 'my;' I lo
ve
figure on such pi.upusuicous? Why thy rocks and rills,' because they are
S 0 e of the school boys if writing on mine."
the subject would out show, suet' pro- I "He doesn't want a pastor 
who
found ignorance as that manifested will preach about secular things 
If
in the Suns' article. 1. 1rve years heo . i 
preaches about the streets he
ago three water works experts spent 'wants him to tell about the 
golden
weeks in figuring . but the cost alstreets, and let him look after the
the Paelttcah water Works end all vir-
tually agrted that the tangible prop-
erty reached a value of only 
$t41.000.This cam of $rat mes,erreerretb the cost
of the water maine, fire -pings, the
pumps, engines. bolters, stand pipe,
tioitiel, wells,. the building, the lot on
sehi .h the building steads, the dig-
s'otg of the trenches .and replaring.the
streets. All of this tea; covered by
the arum 'of tre4t ocio.' Wet the Sun
makes the assertion that the damage
so the streets alone would amount to
the enormous sum of Sp:soma Ist
there an intelligent man, sebmari. or
valuable franchises down here If
be preaches about rewards, he wants
him to tell about those in heaven; he
will take care of the rewards on earth.
'•ailien prominent in church and toe
unjust corporation have been the
greatest cause, I believe, of poor men
leaving the church. From their stand-
point they say, 'These men pray for
us on Sunday and prey or us all
through the week'
"The unscrujitiloti pol•tician is the
result of the two classes of political
workers described—he is their agent.
• He is all things to all men. He
ahila who believe* the ann. has stat is out after the money He is a
good performer before he gets into
office, but not afterward."
In suggesting some ways in which
to ameliorate existing conditions,
Prof. Dyer said: "It is first of all an
individual matter We need more
preaching on this -subject; we need
ministers to sound out to the peo-
pgv• the message chat responsibility
or government rests upon every citi-
zen. and that the man who attempts
to throw it off is a traitor bah to his
dad ahd. his country. The man who I
'stands up for God and the right ins
I community never fails Even 
appar-
els! ;4:ailure will he found in the end
1,.. !toi.,.4; been victorious."
. ‘,. '
S
over the punch bowl this afternoon
and evening:
Miss Lizzie Sinnott, chairman.
Misses Carline Sowell, Ruth Weil,
Vera Johnson, Mary Scott, Sophia
Kirkland, Myrtle Greer, Manic Cobb,
Irma Hecht, Faith Langstaff, Taylor,
of Frankfort, Ky.; Kinney, of New
York city; Francis Wallace, Pauline
Purcell, of Lexington Ky.; anda
Martha Davis.




Messrs. Dr. J. D. Robertson, Jno.
T. Donovan, Will H. Farley, Rodney
C. Davis, and Thos. B. Harrisoa.
House Cotnasittos.
A. W. Grief, chairman.
Messrs. R. D. Clements, Earl Wal-
ters, R T Lightfoot, and Geo. R.
Davis.
Memorial Ceremonies.
Beautiful and impressive were the
animal memorial services of the Red
Meals lodge Sunday afternoon in the
Broadway Methodist church, which
was crowded with several hundred
people drawn by the exercises, that
were presided over by Mr. Lewis L
Bebout, the past great sachem for
Kentucky Red Men.
The program as published was
carried out, the musical features and
addresses being very fine. Hoa. J.
S Ross, the attorney, is a etdogistic
address and in a very b -ceful and
eloquent manner, paid tribute to the
honored dead who are: Jacob Folk
aVilliarn A ‘‘'inston, Wade F. Short.
James F. Crow and Elate Harris all
well known men of this city before
death.
Hon Albert Barkley 'fl a strong
address dwelt upon the Isarposes and
objects of the Red Men'- which
;s one of the highest oandard ex
i•ttag at the present time
SUIT FOR THE WISDOM ESTATE'
MONEY BMANCE CHANCED HANDS
PUT IN CHAIRCt: OF THE LEX-
INGTON RAUSIST AND TRUST
COMPA4Y.
• ,
i Documents Pile,! _onferring Power
of Attorney Upon Paducahans—
.;.:rod's Estate
W. F Cave and George C.
•...cc, executors o' the estate of
.•r•s deceaoal father-in-law, the late
1. H. WI•Som. have resigned their
;daces a- k xecutori. stiO the estate
put in tlo• hands of tile Lexington
(Ks.) and Trust company,
which insinntion will qualify this
week and take charge. haessre. Cave
and. Wallace have rrov!ii e settlement
with the coil curt showing $2.36.,-
000 had been received ..nd distributel
among the heirs, ea -ything being
properl) accounted fos Then at their
request, judge Ligt • Soot relieved
them from further se:vsce, and they
had him to name the I exington con-
cern as executor for future transac-
tions. The %I it for settlement of the
estate was dismissed last Saturday in
the 'cifenit court here.
Powers of Atwersey.
Documents were yesterday lodged
with the county clerk, 'wherein the
Fidelity Trust company conferred
power of attorney on J. Denis Mloc-
quot, and J. D. Purcell of Lexington
conferred power of attorney to his




Sunda,y Mrs. Margeret Melissa El-
rod died in the county, and yesterday
her son, G. T. Humphrey, filed a peti-
tion with Judge Lightfoot, asking the
latter to permit the son to qualify as
administrator of the mother's estate.
The son asks the cottrt not to let his
stepfather. Bud Elrod,.take charge of
the estate The court hears the mat
ter this week
Licensed to Marry. f.
Jams. Sweat,. aired 22 and Ima
Bingham, aged 21, of the city, were
yesterday licensed to marry. They
are colored.
Miss Lena Henneberger, the trained
nurse, went to Murray yesterday
morning to nurse a patient suffering
with typhoid fever. .
Captain J. G. Beatty. the Nashville,
Tenn.. tie man, is here from that city
on busines4.
Mr. George M Green arrived here
'yesterday ft-rim Nashville. Tenn He
Referee Bagby Had John BalU.iger.
Bankrupt. Before Him For Ex-
amination—Marshal-ta Arrests.
The Ayer-Lord Tie oilman, as-
terday filed suit in ti cirsu t
court against W Weldon. for
$7.0.19 claimed due on r6.795.t2 ad-
vanced Weldon. The 'V: iieople ;it
their setition assert tha irom tgot
to 1936 they advanced thous-
vole of dollars with wils-O, to buy
tie, that he turned over to atm-
pany ..fter purchasing. They contend
that he has not made trod $746.te of
the amount advanced, hence suit to
enforce collection.
One Dismissed, Ono Held.
Yesterday at noon Deputy 'United
States Marshal Wade Brown returned
from Mayfield, bringing with *lin
Frank Alexander, white, and Dell
Dowby, colored, veto were charged
with gelling whiskey without a goy-
arnnien license 'llit Jaricy was dis-
missed by United States Commission-
er Arinest Gardner, w'ils Alexander
was held over to the federal court
grand jury for investigation, but re-
leased on furnishing azoo bond.
terview he !rays that ilearais would
not be known if it were not for his
wealth. With all due respect- to the
great iron-master we might also ob-
serve that were it not for his. wealth
also, the name of Carnegie would be
known to but few people. The wealth
of liSockefeller and Carnegie . have
ma* those men famous the world
over; That wealth was acnnircd by
forming combines ,and controlling
prices. Mr. Hearst ,inherited mach
of his %•ealth made by his father in
speculations. Rockefeller's wealth
has proven a curse to him and to the
nation; Mr. Carnegie's wealth is be-
ing used in educational channett and
is a blessing to tens of • thousands.
.M.Ir. Hearst is using his wealth along
other lines of education for .4e .peo-
ple, He. is educating them up 'to
their duty as Arne. rival; Citizens. and
at the same Vine he is using his
wealth in tilt' defense of their rights.
No matter -what may be said itg;miIi'.
1
Handsome are
TO ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTKRNS AND DESIGNS
IN SERVING SPOONs. PORKS, POONS,PISH KNIVES, DISH
ES, ETC
WEDDING GIFTS
OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO CLEA YOU'LL
MAKE NO MISTAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OUR
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE
. OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES








FILLS STEAMBOATMEN UNFURL THE
EV- BLACK FOR THEIR DEAD
• ' BROTHER.
Epairoeth League of Third Street Captain Ezekiel Gordon Was One a4
Methodist Church Gives Social the Most Popular at Their Point
Tonight.—Religious News. of Gathering
Rev William Bourquins ko ill;
Evangelical church of South
niece will preach Hebron church
ii Rowlandeown this evening at 7:)o
"clock, and two-text,-is cordially io.-
sited to attend.
Kgworth League Social
This evening the Epoorth League
of the Third Street Methodist church
will, entertain with a social at the
church building A fine program will
be rendered and dainty refreshments
served. It is a sort of "birthday'
affair for all, as each perar is to
tiling along with them one copper
sent for -every year of their age, and
kontribute this sum to the league
fund that helps aith their church
work.
A. a i,i/C41 than- deep regret
At the vacaat chair created at their
gathering piece, a committee of river-
men yesterday strueg streamers of
crepe from two of the posts in front
if the New Richmond hotel, in mem-
ory of Captain Erckial Gordon, the
popelar atemboat owner who died
Sunday and was this morning taken
to Pittsburg for boraitl. •
In front of the hotel a • great
place for the rivermeii to meet every
sky and night to while away their
sps.re 11111011101111.11 in pleasant associtatioo
they beidg a class oi close Okuda
a:ways desirous of being an one an-
other's.- company. Captain Gordon
wss one of the most congenial and
puter of the crowd, and yesterday
a4ternoini a committee of bereft
then& •ecureeb permis.ion from
Christian Chapel. .1toprietnr Bud Dale the hostelry
' The operation of The Holy' Spir.r .to drape two of Ow balcony poets
(hi The Sinner's Heart In Comer- %soh crepe is memory of their de-
as preached knz to a large con-
gregation last night ta Re% Long at
tho Christian chapel on %Xest Ten-
r 'see street He omtinues his re
• Oa! throng)) this
Former Paducah Divine.
The Adis !areal congregation A
Louisville has called Rabbi Endow to
the pastorate for a term if ten years
- --
Special Worship Days.
Thursday All Saints' Day will be
celebrated with servii:es at 10:45 a. tn.
at Grace Episcopal church, while it
will be observed also at St. Franc o
de Saleg: Mass at 7:3o a. m. will be
hid by the Catholic. Friday for All
Souls' Day
Trimble Street Revival.
-f he Teimble Street Methodist,
church revival* continue!. thi!r weeV
with increased inter ast. Rev Martin
preaching strong sermons every
night A number of conversions have
been made.
Kentucky Synod.
The Kentucky Synod of CAW'
berland Presbyterian church opens
(it:, at liopkinsville.
•
Some Queer Experiments. .
Upon Long Island a lot of scien-
tists have come together to experi-
ment with birds and beasts in order
to discover the secrets of evolution.
They are subjecting the eggs of birds
to various processes such as treating
the eggs of peacocks with ether. This
experiment has shown that the color-
ing of the peacock-1 feather. may he
entirely lost and the bird made white
in this way.
The wise men have been discussing
whether a certain turtle which both
. swims and walks was originally a
land or a water animal. So a colony
of turtles has been restricted to the
water, another to the land, and it is
said , that in a comparatively short
time one group or the ogler will have
regressed or returned to the original
type. •
Mr. Edward 0. Yancey is here
from St. Louis on business.
Mr. Will Scott, the hardware drum-
mer, went to Missouri yesterday.
The Buttorff went* to Clarksville
yesterday. comes back here tornor-
MT. Hearst, none can . o'aansay the Is the Steamboat hull and boiler in- , row and depirts at once for Nash,
fact he is puttfrig it to a good use. le Spector. ' villa. lit
parted friend.
A brother Lei Capta•n Gordon arriv-
e.' last evenoisr fro -1 Pittsburg and
Is ft this mormag u it h the widow,
s; ho accompanied the remain- back
t, their eastern hob pr bwo.
• + + + •7. *: *!*
• •
• PERSONAL MENTION. •
something unusual. His present sal 4: •
ary of $5,000 be raised to Remo ":" * • • • •
in 19013 and continue .for the ensuing Mrs Arthur V Crary of Chicago,
t•iitit years arrived Sunda', to Attend the Corbett-
Thompspn lsing tomorrow she
is the guest of Mrs. James Campbell,
Jr. of North Seventh.
Miss Light Farro of Hickman, Ky,
has returned home after visiting het
sister Mrs. Roy McKinney.
Colonel Harry C Rhodes has re-
torted from a eying beakless trip to
St. Lode.
Misses Ruby* Dunlap and Ma •
Hughes have gone to visit in Morgan-
field. Ky.
Miss Caroline Nicholson of North
Sixth is visiting in the county.
Mr. John Yancey and wife are back
from visiting in Grand Rivers.
Miss Lillian Beyers has returned to
her studies at St. Mary's academy in
Indiana, after visiting her mother,
Mrs. John Beyer of North MO.
Mr John Webb went to Paris,
Tenn., yesterday.
Miss Helen Stone of Hotel Craig
goes to Booneville, Ind., Thursday
to spend several moths with her
father. ,
Mrs. J Mullaniy is visiting in
Cineinati. -
Colonel Louis A. Isagomarsino it
here for several days from Sheffield,
Ala, visiting his friends and family.
Mr. Leo. Wellington has returned
'from visiting his brother, Mr. Ed-
ward Wellington of Colorado.
Attorney Arthur Y. Martin went
yesterday to Greenville, Ky., to visit
Mr. Ed Holland, the baseball play-
er, has -returned here to live after
residing in the West for several
years..
The steamer Clyde is out of—the
Tennessee river. She leaves tomor-
row afternoon at 3 o'clock•rm her re-
turn for that stream.
The steamer Dick Fowler skins out
for Cairo this morning at R o'clock
and,, Fomes ,back tonight about to
o'clock ., .
The steamer Renben.Rustbaeswent
to Evansville yeste4diy and comes
back- tomorrow.
The Henry Harley comes in today
from Evansville and skips out imme-
















































OF BRIGHTER ENTERTAINMENTS LUZERNE
COLONEL DICK SUTHERLAND MRS. LELIA WADE LEWIS EN-




MR. E. W. WILCOX, TgLE-
PHONE ATTACHE ia," 
legion near Sixth streets, entertained, Ittejarafk 
SICK AT RIVERSI 
yesterday ufte4noon with a prettyD114
- esti(' party cmplirnentary to Miss
Vow Brizendine, of Russellville, Ky.,
4: U.
N 110 iS VilitIng the hostess
Mime Morse Baynhasn Seems to Be
Improving at the Yazoo City Delphic Club.
Sanitarium—Mention of Others. This morning the Delphic
meets at the library building
N'nth and Broadway
Colonel Richard Sutherland, the
Illinois Central railroad attache, and
police and fire commissioner for the
city government, yesterday received
a telegram from Los Angeles, Cal.,
stating his daughter, Miss Claostei pigmentary to Miss Ruby Corbett
Sutherland, had taken a turn for the the latter's bridal attendants.
worse and oas in a ditegeryaus con-
dition. The colouel lefi les, Oeiting Five Hundred Club.
'The Give Hundred Club- will
entertained tomornow afternoon
him I. D. Wilcox at
sixth and Kentucky
ISd west
and was thoogietipo be doing well.
when word comes of the change in
her condition . It will be sometime
the last oi dsis wee is before Colonel
Sherland gets to her bedaide •
'Vary •Siell
The many fronds of Mr. E. W.
Wilcox will regret to learn that he
is in a very dangeromitondition with
malarial fever at Ins private ward
in Riessaillw•haspital. where he was
carried last %seek his room in
Hotel Craig. There are doubts as
to ans rcc•ncr). He liwthe well known
atiaebr of the- independent telephone
compaily
Typhoid Fever.
Mr.. Henry Dewey, the popular at-
tache of the civil engineering depart-
Mont of dm N., C & St. L. railroad,
is confined in a private ward at
Riverside hospital with an attack of
typhoid fever He is quite sick.
to attend her bedside.'
Mole Slither Land - last suffered
a long spell of typb and het'
kings were left quhe . She wee
sent to California by her father to
reside. and hnproved u much teat
she came acre this euuuner on A visit
of several weeks. Ai, !pil ar
Librarian Better.
Woad from Yazoo City, Miss is that
Miss Mayme Bayham has improved
since being taken there a week or
two ago for treatment its the _sant
tarium. of which her sister is super-
intendent She is the librarian for
Carnegie library and during her ab-
sence thy deties of that office arc be-
ing disetnerged by the assistant librar-
ians.
flatting Better.
Mr Ilk C Ellis continue' impute
ing at Riverside hospital and is non
able tel be out of bed
Out .on Streets.
Colonel John Sosnott. Sr. is coil
valescing from his recent long spell
of sicknees which overcame him while
club
on
Luncheon For Bridal Party.
Mrs. Henry Rudy of Kentucky av-
stink. will entertain this afternoon at








The wedding of Miss Ruby': Cor•
heti and Mr. Charles W. Thompson
occurs tomorrow evening at LP
o'clock at the First Christian church.
An elaborate reception follows at the
bride's brother, Hon. Hal S. Cor-
bett of North Eighth street
Groom Goes North.
Mr. Abe Livingston leaves Friday
fur Milwaukee, Wis., where he will
shortly be wiled in marriage to Miss
Martha Oeterman of that city.
MeNansara•Baileg
Miss Ella McNamara, of Mobile,
Ala, and Mr. Roscoe Bailey, of
J asksun. Miss., marry tomorrow night
at thc bride's home, and will be here
the last of this week on thvir bridal
tour and to visit the grooms mother.
Mrs. Mary Bailey. and hi- brother,
Mr. Atrhur !lades. th newspapee
enter.
Halloween Parties.
Many parties will be given in the
v Ay tomorrow -night. it being Hallow'







BUY YOUR COAL 
NOW WHILE THE pArot IS LOW
Cars are scaree and the' unusustl demand for coal h
caused a shortage, which will be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We tkre exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, " L Z E.It N E "
There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November 18t






That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The spec for all malaria.
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Boa.
BACON'S
llItt/6 STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone al;
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED






YESTERDAY ON THEIR IMEN NOW TEARING UP BRICK
INSPECTION. STREET FOR FOURTH AND
BROADWAY CURVE.
About Thirty of the Division Offec-
isle Were Aboard, and They
Pass Througa Today
in Flionestglum. Ala, several weeks Yesterday morning at io o'clock ill:
ago He is able to be at his •"6-Ice special "train passed through here
every day now. and will shortly have ',wen with Illinois Central railroad
recovered hi., lost strength .'officials, who arc out upon their
yearly visit to all the divisions of the
entire system. They remained here
only a few gitignett`S, coming in from
the South, and from this cite proeezd
es! on tip the Louisville division
there were about thirty of the
chvissjn supcdintendento supervis-
or.. roadmaeters and others aboard
the train, that was made up of sev-
eral .00aches, including observation
Iikeepers and the other oeces-
sary egaiprnent The train gOt ' to
Lc uisville last evening. and - this
morning. sgiolitts on its return this
vray. amori reaching ttfis city this
afternoon. *on its return to the south-
ern division.
The officals go over coda division
in order.to see what improvemeots
hare been made. and to get data for
tlicir recomtnendations theY'slaake for
.next 'year's work. They also award
, a prizte fbr the best streteift- of track
and roadbed on the entire sytitem,
and for a numbCr of years 'hick the
ouisville division has eapnired the
out after a sveek's confinemeee with t t ophy.. •chills and fever.
Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers is sal-
Part Of the art of doing thingstering from as attack of severe
ta attempt but little at a time.chills and fever. • • •
Oat of Danger.
Frank Crowebaugh isosut of dense:
--with his spell of typhoid travel. .at the




Stadisrm streets. The led- was takers
•ill while speseffmg the winter_ here.
with his grandparents. hie home be-
nag in Memphis. Term. Mist L•wis,'
the trained nurser, who lias beeo at-
...ending the child. hae gone .ed• her
borne in Itenekreon. icy., ler,
week a rest
Doctor Out Again.
After a week's illness with acute
malaria, Dr. W. C. Eubarvie as again
able to tie at his office
Other:Sick Peosok,
Mrs. Reuben Rowland it; getting
better at their borne on North
Seventh street, but cannot yet leave
• tied bed.
Mr. Lee Andrews. the clothier, is
The Plve Hundred Club Meets To-
morrow With Mrs. I. D. Wilcox
—Mr. Livingston Leaves.
, Mrs. Lela Wade Lewis of Wash-
No, Alonzo, thinking caps were
hot made to protect bald heads
•
Republican Leedom Out En MOM* 
Wool the ..1)tuotina. attorney offers
At Their Caucuses. 
. oi compromise it-means Out yon have 4,
-- • a gond 
• va st,
Last evening the Republican cam-
paign headquarters in Mr. Herbert ft deesn't take much of a d
omestic
Hoover's-office on Sonth Fourth was storm to our the milk 
oi
• 
crowded with the leaders, who are kindnesif 
•
doing everything possible for elec-
tion of their ticket. Their over-work Nothing sWetts a" m
an
indicates they anticipate the defeat as to have a pretty girl
which is coming and they are making information.
a bitter fight ter get 'In the game."
About twenty were there and thee- re-
• maimed several hot:rs ta/k?ng otKer







over at Third and
Legislative Authorities Last Night
Ratified Mayor's Sale of New
Franchise to Company.
General Manager John Bleecker of
tne street railway company yester-
iday morning put a force of men to
work tearing up the brick street at
Fourth and Broadway, so the com-
pany can put down the new curve
which is to be located at that point,
in replacing the old one.
The brisk have to be torn
up for about thirty feet into
South Fourth and aJso for about the
slime distance down Broadway, past
Fourth going twoards Third Street.
As soon as the brick are torn up at
this point the men begin taking them
out all the way up ',roadway from
Fourth to Fifth as double tracks are
to be extended front Fifth down to
Fourth and connecting with the new
o Fourth.
are at work here
is btssily engaged
Kentucky avenue
where the other new curve goes down
The probabilities are it will take
scvral weeks to get both .curves and
tile 'doable track down completely.
-lout evening Mayor Yeiser had
called meeting of the council and al-
dermea to ratify the sale to the trac-
tion company (if the franchise permit-
COMPETITION THE LIFE OF TRADE
Without Competition Death to Commercial Life
Hai Hat The Long Looked For Has
Just Arrtved
AFTER 17 YEARS IN THE H ANDS OF RIP VAN WINKLE. BUT WE HAVE COME TO 
STAY
LOOKOUT FOR U& WE'LL BE IN TO SEE YOU ON JANUARY is T, Iwo TM PURE FOOD 
tIRW
THE MASTODON, THE BIGGEST ON EARTH. 
.
--••••
To My Friends, My Enemies and the Public at Large:
I leave this day changed the name of my place of business, sit 116 South Fourth
Brasideray and Kentucky avenue, to
The Home of Willow Spring
street, between
of Coco Hollow, Nelson county, Ky, a pure SOUR MASH WHISKEY, distilled by A. Cummins, di%
tiller, registered distillery No. :a
Willow Spring is a PURE LIQUID FOOD, sanctioned by the pure food law of the State of Kea
war- This. Whiskey is made ol as bushels rye, is bushels of malt and 6o bushels of corn
 anis
die CRYSTAL WATERS of W !low Spring, N -lion County, Kentucky. There is no adulteration of ane
kind in this whiskey. I offer a froo.00 Reward to any chenalat who will find one grain of impurities.
In diis whiskey. My wines are pure California vintage guaranteed by one of the oldest houses in St
Louis, David Nicholson, whose name aoeched to Ole label guarantees purity Therefore they sine
another of my liquid foods made from the delicioss grapes of California. My blackberry brandy
guaranteed to be pure, made from the pure, delicious fruit, and the brandy is an imported Cognac guaran
teed by the celebrated firm of Gordon & Dilworth. Another liquid food that can be used with impunito
for sick:nem
My Apple Brandy, one of the hardest of the beverages to get pure, is distilled from pure and met
low apples at IffeMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessy Bros.. apple brandy distillers of McMinnville, Tenn. An
other of my pure liquid foods made from apple*.
I handle but one brand of Beer, the purest in the United States of America, made by the Anheu
Ger-Basch Brewing Association, of St. Louie, Mo., both in draught and in bottles—the renowned Bud
znermoba. .It may have its equals, but none superior. An
other of. my liquid foods, made from pure mst-
LiPitMy Dear Friends and Patrons: Remember that everything dispensed over my bar is PURITY
and guaranteed by the American Pure Food Laws of our State. Thank God for the pure food laws
They have been seventeen year's coming, but have come at last. On the first of next January these laws
will go into force in the entire United States of America and I am one of the few that has anything ir
the drinking line that will be endorsed by the National Pure Food Laws. These laws are going to he
enforced as the government never before enforced a law In our great country. There will be no more,
so-called no and i5-year-old whiskies made yesterday by compounders and rectifiers, as the law wit'.
cocnpel them to put on the labels exactly what it is, if it is rectified or compounded. made of drugs
and chemicals. There will be no more so-called blends, for they cannot use neutral spirits and without`
spirits—a blend would cost as much as straight goods, and they cannot be tabled with fictitious ages
and names of first-class whiskies. It will be death to blenders, rectifiers and so-called compounders
Remember, the only place in our city where you can get Purity, both by the drink, quarts, pinta or
is at THE HOME OF THE WILLOW SPRINGS. oouid food, 216 South Fourth street. Pa-
ducah. Ky. Remember the place and don't stumble and make a mistake or your head will tell you the
next day that you have been drinking the vile and poisonous stuff of so-called blenders and rectifier:
made yesterday in the big vats upstairs. So walk a few blocks more and cot= to *O.:. ,:.ce where pute
nquid foods are dealt to you in all their purities, at your friend's, Maw
Don Gilberto The hliv achine 
man
Who will talk to you on any subject, provided it is on the o a food laws of our State.
116 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
tisig the traction people to extend
their tracks frm Broadway and
Fountain avenue, out Broadway to
Nineteenth, in Nineteenth to Guth-
Oe avenue and along Guthrie to the
Old Mayfield road. Confirmation
was given the sale by a unanimous
vote.
Pithy Points for Pondering People.
Where ignorance is bill 'tis jolly for
the wise.
'Because charity begins at home is
no reason it should end there.
A hank account becomes lean as
soon as a man begins' to lean on it
Getting out of bed backward iso't
, half as unlucky as getting off a mov-
I ing car that way.
I
•VViheu a man doesn't know much he
at _least has the consolation that he
cannot forget much.
If you enjoy harping On (tile string
or blowing your own horn get in the
woodshed where no one car hear
you.
Tle man who would fly his kite of
business high above the horizon of
the commercial world must get out of
the "woods of dishonesty," into the
open prairie of a "square deal." where
blows the strong "wind of competi-
tion," then with a generous -tail of
advertising" and a 'long string of




men are great Andy on the/
outside
A hypocrite is a man who pretends
to be on Sunday what he ought to
he all the week.
One man pays money into th
church because he. .has religion. :in-•
other to make People think he has r:-•
ligi°n.Never borrow money—the chances'
are that you can't.
The man who sees much good
everybody is the very man in who-ui
everybody sets mods good.
Some men are bachelors because
they think- marriage is a failure, ant
Seine because their attempt to get
married waa a Were.
Never run your, neighbor down---ne
may beat you at the guile.
Hold fast to that which is good aed
then get seine' more of the same- kind.
A humming bird is a giant only
when compared with a horsefly, and a
horsefly is a •giant only when com-
pared with a fled. Sortie men are like
fleas.
It is a mean man who after stick-
ing 144 heAd out of the coach window
wants to site the railroad company for
getting a cinder in his eye.—VVriale
J Bin-richer in Evansville Courier.
Not a child is working in an
gar factory in New England.
•
.mogemesissenSIMIENe
Now is the time for you to fill you' coal house.
•
.Lump 12c, Nut 11 c
Best Kentucky:ana
Also dealer in LIME:and:CEMENT- Agent Br Whitehalttand?.
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT!
Al Cunningham,
A watch should alsiros have a
guard;
tingnarded moment. moms: Oki 9601 New 
245.guard; otherwise it's apt to be stolen _ - - - .Th"teenth' and Adams Street
•





'PATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED Biography
ON AT NOVEMBER ELSCTION
-POk<T Olb JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COMMITTEE ON NEW
CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OF PAL UIC.AH AILD THE
PADUCAH WATER COMPANY.
' tiirig to the fact that the con- tract and the pr 'posed contract or
. ....t eXisting between the City of —.0.6.3ono.
Siniucah and the local water corn- There is nothi: ; contained in the
golly for fire hydrants expires dur- proposed contra. changing the
lip the current mouth, at was ia- rights of the Mt) or than of the
'e! t upon the general council water company uLder the original
_:... acgotiate for such service cover- franchise. The ciLy still retains the
beg the remaining period which the right to purchase the water corn-
4,„. iohise of the water company still cany's plant at the ;:xpiration of each
lias to run, to-wit: eighteen years. five year period, in accordance with
. After several conferences between the terms of the original franchise.
tdie jo:•it light and water committee This committee 1.as also compared
sad the officers of the water corn- the rates contain -is the propose!
"guy, a scale of rates for fire hy- contract with those in effect in iv
oats v. as agreed upon by the corn- ether cities for 1 s! same class af
lattee and the water company. These service and finds i • -roposed rates
Rotes have "been emboted in a can- lower than those ;.— by any af
tract which will be sumbitted to the those cities. The approximate av-
general council for such action as erage cost per hydrunt in the num-
,wisdom of that body may deter- ber of cities ruontioacd above is—
mine. If the proposed contract is
liavorably acted upon by- the genetal The rates referred to were sub-
sienncil, it must be submitted to the witted by the local water company
Inters oi the city at the next de:- :old this committee a ,sumes that the
Oen and affirmatively ratified by not f.gures are correct. The het of the
less than two-thirds of the votes then cOiee with the rate paid in each is on
es-t upon the question before a con- file with this committee and anyone
*no between the city and the water desiring to verify the figures c ei-
onmpany can be finally executed. tzined therein may have the oppor-
It is therefore worth while for unity of doing so at any time.
Oise voters of the city to carefully It should also be borne in m...1
l4 n- der the terms of the proposed tleit uatil a new contract is entered
aeatract before casting their votes at Olio between the city and the water
iiii coming election. and if it ap- c...mpany, that the rates charged un-
leers that the proposel contract is der the existing contract will main-
the advent:. .... d the city, then tam. The only alternatives oferecl
Ai register their eproval thereof ti escape from the old rates are eith-
loon their ballots. er to make a new contract or to dis-
In order that the voters may have c,ntanne the service, the latter of
an opportunity to become fully ad-
mired regarding tb,e terms of the pro-
oesed contract, a copy of the same is
herewith submitted, which reads as
fellows:
**Section 1. That the City of Padu-
aah, Ky., agrees to rent and does
thereby rent from the Paducah Water
Cempany its soccessors and assigns,
lour hundred and eleven (41I) double
nozzle fire hydrants now establish-
ed in said city for a period of
eighteen (i8) years flora the passage
wad final approval of this ordinance,
alter an election by the people ae
Streinafter provided. The annual
Ponta' for each ot iv d fire hydrants,
which the City of Paducah hereby
;#grees to pay for the first ten 00
wars of said term, shall be twenty
.o.00) dollars and the annual rental
Aar the remaining eight (8) years
seen be fifteen ($15.00) dollars, (unj
less the said city shall sooner pur- I
ettase water company's plant, with
nx (6) per cent interest upon defer-
mid payments. The payments of sad
'hula shall be made as provided in
lie original ordinance contract.
'Section 2- All additional hydrants
in extensions of mains that may be
,iected hereafter by the Paducah
li ater Company, its successors or
ensigns, as provided in the original




for as provided in section one
een years, shall be charged and
hereof; but at the Pxcir ation of ten
*o) years from the time des ordin-
price shall have been finally approved,
as set out above, an the then fire
Oradrants shall be charged and paid
he at the uniform rate as above pro-
"tided and the contract therefor shall
aspire at fix end of the eighteen
nears fixed in section 1.
Section 3. Before this ordinance
shall become effective it shall be
pabmitted to a vote of the qualified
voters of the City of Paducah, Ky.,
at the general election to be held in
said city on the 6th day of Novem-
ber. teck, the said vote to be taken
Al the manner and as provided by law
for the submission of public ques-
;tens to the voters of said city.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take
effect and be in force from its pas-
sage, approval and ratification by the
epralliied voters of the City of Pa-
akezie Ky, and a written acceptance
•f its terms and conditions by the
Paducah Water Company filed with
:be clerk of the City of Paducah,
Icy., within ten (so) days after the
official certificate of its approval at
tine popular election."
At the present time the water corn-
yo
installed for the use of the
41111 fire plugs, which under the
contract are rated and cost
<tacit year as follows:
ases fire plugs at $40 00 • $6 000.000
ro plugs at $30.00  tioo.00
paugs at $250C 5,775-00
netel -$12,675.0
Under Ole proposed contract this
slime acrAce would cost the city but
_01,220.00--for each of the first ten
nears of the oontract a saving upon
the number of hydrants bow install-
ed o5-44455.0o--per annum and for
she tea year period a saving of $,-
For each of the last eight years
which the franchise has to run, the
met for 411 hydrants would be—$6,
Illens—e saving to the city of —46.-
SiO4o—per annum or of—$52 can-
on—Ng the entire eight years of the
franerso, faking a total saving to
t!:e c'ty between the existing cot'
C( arse, being quite impossible
Therefore, this committee has no
hesitation in recommending to the
general council and to the voters of
the City of Paducah, that the propos-
ed contract be ratifi-d.
JOINT LIGHT AND WATER
COMMITTEE.
16-t
Avoiding Monotony in Diet.
We who dwell in large cities and
have access to the large city markets
are quite apt to forget hoer liberal
is the supply from which we- have to
choose. Every country and every
clime contributes to our table, and we
have a hundred combinations where
oug grandmothers had but a few.
Much poultry and game may be ob-
tained, when, strictly speaking, they
are out of season, for nowadays cold
storage plays an important part fl
the preservation of food. Again do
you not remeber when broilers were
not always to be had? Since in-
cubators have been so much used for
hatching chickeans, small birds suit-
able for broiling may alway, be
found in market.
Just one word of advice, do remeini
ber that monotony in diet shouli be
avoided. There is hardly a doubt but
that one tires less quickly of beef
than of any other kind of meat, nev-1
.ertheless, fish of all kinds, mutton.'
lamb, paultry and game should often
be found on the menu. Are there any
among you who exclude meat frog,'
the daily bill of fare? Although the
vegetarian has many arguments to
uphold his theories, all our most not,-
ed food experts agree that on a mixed
diet a man is able to keep in better
health and do better work, both men-
tal and physical. Science and ex-
perience have proved these facts.—
Fannie Merritt Farmer in Woman's
Horne Companion for November.
Autumn. Leaves.
The greatest harvest of the year
and land is now being sown. Usually
we thinia of a harvest being gathered,
but it is not always so. I refer to
the harvest of the leaves. They are
going fast to earth again whence they
came. Oh, the mistake and misery
we make when we burn them! More
is this harvest than all grains or seeds
of man's sowing. True, it is a harvest
that does not add directly to any
man', storehouse, but it does fatten
the soil for man's future needs, for
his future fields of fruits and flowers.
Less than the thinness of this sheet
of paper is added to the black mold
of earth, but so it is ordained that
thus in good time are made ready the
gardens and farms for countless mul-
titudes yet to dwell on the globe. All
values of phosphates, of lime and ma-
mires, are small as compared with na-
tur'e's way of making and enriching
the soil.
And how exquisitely beautiful! Not
crop of man's raising equals the beau-
ty of the ripe leaves, the foliage of
onr American tiatumn—the gold, the
brown, the red, the orange, blending
in all shades and in such prodigal
Stand still sonic bright, breezy
day and watch the wind shake down
whole fleets and squadrons, gay ae
flocks of butt( ;flies, that seemingly
drift hither and thither with no sort
of lefinite port But if you will see
their final resting place, watch to the
end. The fact is, they always rest at
jest just where most needed—not a
stranded wreck aniorig ti-tens -it-West-
em n Review.
Railroads running within three
in les of a county seat in Oklahoma
must build a line throttoh the county
seat and establish a station.
BY HIS LITTLE
When Susy was 13, and was a slen-
der little maid with plaited tads of
copper-tinged brown hair down her
back, and was perhaps the busiest bee
in the household hive, by reason of
the manifold studies, health exercises
and recreations she had to attend to,
she secretly, and of her own motion,
and out of love, added another task
to her labors—the writing of a bi-
ography of me, says Mr. Clemens in
the North American Review. She
did this work in her bedroom at night,
and kept her record hidden. After
a little the mother discovered it and
filched it and let me see it; then told
Susy what she had done, and howH
pleased I was, and how proud. I re-
member that time with a deep pleas 1
ure. I had had complivnents betore.:
but none that touched me like this.
none that could approach it for valuc
in my eyes. It has kept that place
always since. I have had no compli
ment. no praise, no tribute from an)
source, that was so precious to me a'
this one was and still is As I read
it now, after all these many years, ii
is still a king's message to me, mid .
brings me the same dear surptistalit'
brought me then—with the pathos
added, of the thought that the cage-
and hasty hand that sketched it and
scrawled it will not touch mine again
—and I feel as the humble and un-
expectant must feel when their eyes
fall upon the edict that raises them
to the ranks of the noble
Susy began the biography in t88a.
when I was in the fiftiethlyear
my age, and she just entering the
fourteenth of hers. She begins in th•s  
way: •
"We are a very happy family. Vi e
coosist of papa. mamma. Jean, Cla-a
and me. It is papa I am writicg
abow. I .!..,11 have no trouble n
nut knowing what to say about hut,
as he is a very striking character.'
The first critic that ever had occa-
sion to describe my personal appear-
ance littered his description with lo
ish and inexcusable errors whose ,..;
I gregate furnished the result that I avis
distinctly and distressingly unhand-
t some. That description floated arouad
the country in the papers, and alit
ai constant use and wear for a quar-
ter of a century. It seemes stran4e
to me that apparently no critic id the
country could be found who deuld
look at inc and have the couragO to
take up his pen and destroy that lie
That lie began its course on the Pa-
cific Coast, in 1864 and it likened me
in personal appearance to Petroleum
V. Nasby. who had been out there lec-
turing. For twenty-five years alter -
ward no critic could furnith a de-
scription of me without fetchina in
Nasby to help out my portrait. I
knew Nasby well, and he was a good
fellow, but in my life I have not felt
malignant enough about any more
than three persons to charge ;hose
persons with resembling Nasby. It
hurt me to the heart. I was always
handsome. Anybody but _a critic
could have seen it. And it had long
been a distress to my family—includ-
ing Susy—that the critics should go
on making this wearisome mistake
year after year, when there was no
foundation for it. Even when a critic
wanted to be particularly friendly and
complimentary to rue he didn't dare
to go beyond my clothes. He never
ventured beyond that old safe fron-
tier. When he had finished with my
clothes he had said all the kind things,
the pleasantest things, the compli-
mentary things he could risk. Then
he ilropped back on Nasby.
From Susan's Biography—"Papa's
appearance has been described many
times, but very incorrectly. He has
beautiful gray hair, not any too thick
or any too long, but just right; a Ro-
man nose, which greatly improves
the beauty of his features; kind blue
eyes and a small mustache. He has
a wonderfully shaped head and pro-
file. He has a very good figure—
in short, he is an extraordinarily fine
looking man All his features are
perfect, except that he hasn't extraor-
dinary teeth. His complexion is very
fair, and he doesn't wear a beard. He
is a very good man and a very funny
one. He has got a temper, but we
all of us have in this family. He is
the loveliest man I ever saw or ever
hope to see—and oh, so absent-mind-
ed. He does tell perfectly delightful
stories. Clara and I used to sit on
each arm of his chair and listen while
he told us stories about the pictures
on the wall. * * *
"Papa's favorite game Is sbilliards,
and when he is tired and wishes to
rest himself be stays up all night Slid
plays billiards; it seems to rest his
head. He smokes a good deal, almost
incessantly. He has the sifind of an
author exactly, some of the simplest
things be can't understand. Our burg-
lar alarm is often out of order, and
papa has been obliged to take the ma-
hogany room off from the alarm al-
tOgether for a time, because the burg-
lar alarm had been in the habit of
ringing even when the mahogany
room was closed. At length he
thought perhaps the burglar alum
might be in order, and he decided to
try and see; accordingly he put It on
and went down and opened the win-
dow; consequently the \Went bell
rang It would even if% the alarm
had Iwun in .7+r Papa %volt dc
DAUBHTER, SUSY.
spairingly upstairs and said to mam-
ma: 'Livy, the mahogany room won't
go on. I have just opened the win-
dow to see.'
"'Why, Youth,' mamma replied.
'if you've opened the window, why,
of course the alarm will ring!'
"'That's what I've opened it for,
why I just went down to see if it
would ring!'
'Mamma tried to explain to papa
that when he wanted to go and see
whether the alarm would ring while
the window was closed he mustn't go
and open the window—but in vain,
papa couldn't understand, and got
very impatient with mamma for try- Branch
ing to make him believe an impos-
sible thing true. • • •
"Papa said the other day, 'I'm a
mugwump, and a mugwump is pure
from the marrow out. IPapa knows
that I am writing this biography of
him, and he said this for it.) He
doesn't like to go to church at all,
why I never understood, until just
now, he told us the other day that
he couldn't bear to hear anyone talk
but himself, but that he could listen
to himselef talk for bona without get
ting tired, of course he said this in




VETERINARY SURGEON AND DENTIST.
Graduate from All ortville Veterinary school (Paris. Ftnteeo) daw
Ontario Veterinary school and Detroit Dental college. Charter toseetwe et
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Association. Will treat scientifically with las
latest improved instnunents and up to date treatment all dismens ei
domesticated manuals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AelD DAT.
Offices Thompeoo Transfer Co., Both %Amin 357.
Mrs. Alex Tweedie says in the Tat
tier: "It is extraordinary the num-
ber of charming peopde who refuse
country house vieits because they
cannot afford the hosts' bridge stake.
or the servants' tips."
ALI3EN W. BARKLEY
A roomy, at later.




Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN. continous passage Sena
Unlimited ticket fis.00 meals wed
herth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over $1.50 each, without
weals; $boo with WNW&
Good music on all the boets,
urnier particulars see
& A. FOWLER. Gen. Pans. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pam
Agent. Phone 13.
Exoursiun:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et sompany—the cheapest and bes
excursion out of Paducah.
•••••••
to A fl For tit hod TAI Is
TOSASSIN rim& maw
It is a tap of pleasure, condor
and east; good servioe, good tail
good roams, etc. Boats leave male
Wedaesday and Saturday at 5 P.
For other information apply to Jae
Roger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, a gen t_
SOITTHERI RAILWAY
AHD
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sea eopliwilial beide.
Send Swe cant stunts for "LW of
*1 illor" rase roe Wks
'wady illeworeeed literature.
J. F. LOG AN, Tray. Pine. Attest,
Lewhosese,
C. 11. KIIIRENIVOIMS, Dist Paw. a.
'Agent, Wvius,PI . Ileellen, Ky., rear bu
g
OeseIN rodeo* Ey
'5. A o.t.rw. Met, Geol. Peas. gay", T T Pre tr/irpl• leainver
Ag' N10.
_ aft- •Ikaat 'Amor A44. Wali 'Peon 414
Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of oat' patrons and the citizens of Peducalk we
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the morn-
ing Register office at 513 Broadway, where the public is invited wo eel
when desiring address of any resident of the doe* named.the
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE
STATES
List of Directories on File
































































Regiser ffice, 523 Broadwa
Mir -411C—
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Helm! POIIPtit Motor
5 Horse Poorer Motor.
r enn Hone POIPIC Motor.
r 8 Hoene Poorer Motor.
r re Horse Power Motor.
t 200 Wei Dr0/22/0.
FOREMAN BROS,
Novelty Works.




Has few moron for s.edieet whom boom is regtiogail with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get issimists. on 1p Ikaglifte OA Steam or Hot Watom Heating from
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLEBMINR..
314 Kestack. Avenue. 132 Smith I ourth Street. BotL MOMS 111M1





















tt.anber term failing to indict Sophia
Wilson, an ordet was now entered
dismissing the matter.
••••••••••••••••••
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
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1...4.•quently cle C.isiday :
aux to (lei-dent
-.-as.a-airtnI call::1ri1i2nt fitt::.b; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present Mock cannot be excelled.













INAL SUIT AGAINST BILL-
INGTON.
Accident Insurance Companies
For Abatement of Howell
on Time Limit Ground.
Plea
Suits
Minthe Burrailell's suit against the
Paducah Traction Company is now .
ni the hands of the circuit court jury,
it being consigned to them just be-
fore adjournment yesterday afternoon
but they will bring in the verdict this
morning.
The plaintiff sues for ato.000 for
injuries she clainte she auetained by
being thrown from the car On South
1 hird street. As she was trying to
board the car, she claims, it started
up and threw her to the ground with
fierce sufficient to disarrange some
bodily organs that caused a siege of
illness. .
J. S. Jackson, Sr.. was given
"ddgment for $1,coo against Tobias
two, the amount being due on
es given for money advanced, and
also for material plaintiff furnished
defendant.
The plaintiff filed an amended peti-
tion in the suit of G. %V. Knight
against the Paducah Box and Basket
factory, wherein platntiff wants dam-
ages for injuries. •
The court set aside the order here-
tofore made wherein he permitted
to be filed the petition of George
B. Gilson, wherein the latter claim-
ed his ilegal exemptions in the snit
of C W. •Bostierl. ‘if Mayfield, against
Her* Airenz and Ckorge Gilbert,
kr money plaintiff slaims to have
lost speculating in defendant's com-
mission house which was operated as
The Odell Company.
There was dismissed by the plain-
tiff the tacit E. B. Woodward brought
against S. J. Bdlington. Woodward
then filed another suit which cover-
ed poMts not included in the origin-
al document that was dismissed.
Varoodlward Is a picture enlarging
man and went to Willington's home
on the county one day to deliver 3
p:cture Nobody was there and he
left. EvIlington afterwards claimed
that Woodward stole $tt from the
Billington residence while tht latter
was away Woodward now sues for
$to,000 dumagea
The plaintiff filed a motion for a
new trial of the suit of M. T. Spann,
administrator of Mrs. Averitt, against
the Illinois Central railroad. The
 . rastion has not yet been passed on.
An I. C, train hit and killed Mrs.
Averitt near Tyler some months ago
and her son-at-law. Mr. Spann, snec
for damages, but the jury decided.1
last week in favor of the defend-
ant
The appellate court mandate was
filed and judgment entered up
I against defendant in the suit of Cor-
I
nelia ohne h t,  againstgy   1 nthwe 
whichPadticalh°hns4T
j b.,. COULSON,
Steam antillot Water Ikatlig,
Mae 133. 120 N. Third
Matta, Unger
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREET: PA.DUCAH. ITS:7
WI
PHANE...
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE SQUAL IN DEVON AND BRAWNY TO
THE FINEST AT GLASS NAM
IT CAS DE AI PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OD
TRANSODL MECLUDIES OUTMAN VIEW AND
ARUM TINE L GMT III TEM MOIST PLIIIASING
AIM AGIIIIEwsi eass
IT IS APPIROVel Ars DI warm E00101 MTN
DOOM AND vs our Douse. IT IS ORS 011 TUB
WORT DEAUTIII CIL /40014S1IC4IS OE Via *AT
TOR ALL MD. or DincomAsiams.








was riding tilted partially over on the
brink of an unprotected hill at the
rid of South Eleventh, several hun-
dred feet north of Jackson street.
Her thigh was broken, and she got
Judgment for $4000 in the local
court, but the city took the litigation11111W/4111t41.4141L-4411a4.1411141/2 saLasare4W11.11-C.-4-4M4P.Saft saltiSOL441.44404111 to the, appellate bench. There the
DENTfST.
Office over Globe Bask and Trust
Co., 386 Broadway.
I. C. noursoy Cecil Re
FLOUR/40Y & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, it and ta; Colunkula 8164
PADUCATI, ry.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Room i 3 and.
Columbia Building.
Plbvsfas
C. MANN-1148 SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meyers St.inommoommw
Telephone 377.
Paducah court judgment was confirm-
ed, and she given ten par cent ad-
E. H. PURYEAR &Ilona' damage, on account of thea municipality appealing. Altogether
Atturney-at-Law she gets about $5.csoo. Filing of the, mandate here Firings the case to aRooms 5 sail 6 Resistor Building close.
523 1-2 Bromism, Paducah, iry- A motion was made to transfer to. New 'Phone deo thy equity docket the suit of Brag-
-haw against John Lee.
The Aetna Accident Company and in his grand climateric, and at ten
the 'Travelers Accident Company times seven he has reached the allot
filed a "plea of abatement'. in the teil span of life.
.nits instituted against these , con- This numbrays a prominent part
czerui by I. B. Howell. Howell had in events in he bible. The creation
pdicies in the companies, and had took six days and on the seventh there
to be operated on for appendicitis. was rest. On the seventh day of the
Fie contends he is entitled to moo:: .evoith month a holy observance was
ra:ss while the concerns claim kr op-. 
et gfrom the companies en account of-ill- doined, and the Israelites feasted
oc 
seven days. Noah had seven days
ution of this kind does not come 
'
nder the head of "accident" there- i warning 
of the flood, and the seven
i 
'. they do not have to pay 
hi
 
pi years of plenty were foretold in Pha-
fore
z for the time he lost from his bias- 
raoh's dream by seven fat feasts, as
were'
mess while. confined. He brought beasts. 
he seten years of seven lean‘t 
We speak of the seven heav-







Room alma Fraternity Building.
OfEee 'phone Old 331 :It. Residence
'phone old 464.
I NOTICE
Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hind
action thrownrout on tits ground that
the policies it is e‘ipidated that:
Hr well cannot bring suit against thc
companies inside ninety days after
to he endowed with pre-emident wis-
dom.
1ii,::,rt. there is no other iinalibv:
which enters into the Bible sA often
nom AND FITRNITIRE panics' offices. They assert these
pttio.f of claim is filed ijk she obi_ as seven. No doubt the wide popular-
'', 8117thitag and OW gearyllibut. pools were filed in July of this year 
ittiyonsof the number' and the stipetsti-
. Old !bone and. suit brought in August. which is- 
which are connected with it
Kniax :Th. Flburnoy atis e x c used)
h.: ..1_ .._., 
------.-- 
  _ ..... . _arc ityb.le: i_
._ 
1,3rSA. - , • only .thirty days. • -- 
came from its wide tete insallow Court Street.
from further strvice on the petit jury 
i Architect and
TION. 
She discovers that her husband isn't t
401 Fraternity
- 
,On account of grand inrv at 44 stp so' fond of angel cake as he is of
bee-Weak and onions.—ChiC:Igi 1 Ness. a Old Phone 408 Red;
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC- and John D. Smith substituted.
SASVCAH, YIN TUCIE.Y.
SOUTH BIOUNKEI No. sot
Leave Cincinnati • • • 464o . Hs Lao
Leave Louisville  tiros p.m.
Leave Owensboro  .•
Lava Horse Branch • 2:a6 p.m.
Leave Central City . 3:3co pna.
Leave Nortoeville  4:48 p.m.







Arrive Globs, Teen. 
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis • ,













ran8 1.111. I. :115 amt.











3:40 am. 41:3513 PC/71: -i6:te p.m.










8:13 p.111. 6:ot a.m.  .
7:15 2.111   •
 :1 'TO p.111. 8'1205 2.0.1  •
IT: p.m.10:35 a.m.
NOWITI BOUND No io2 No. KM No. 125
Leave New Orleans  aito p.m. e:15 a.m.
Leave Memphis  0:45 am. S:so pin..
Leave Jackson, Tram.  8•0:7 a.m. to:to p.m.  
Leave Rives  II :58 p.m.   .
Leave Fulton  10:13 a.m. 12:35 li. al 608 an&
Arrive Paducah  11:20 2.171. 1 43 a.m. 7:40 1141L
Leave Paducah  11:25 am. 1:48 a.m. 7:50 SAS.
Arrive Princetaa  11:39 p.m 3:03 a.m. 51:29 11.11L
Arr.ve HopkinsvIlle  6:t5 p.m. 5:3o COL  
Arrive Nashville  9'25 P.m. 11:10 a.m.  I
Aerie' e Evansville  5411 1-46- 945 11-10-   4
Anise NortonvU3e  Ind p.m. 361 a.m. tor.36 am
&wire Central CIty .  eiss p.m 4:p &AIL 11:3, ILA&
Arrive Horse Drama  3 lid a.m. 5:11 a.m. Ma NO
Aware i Owensboro/  *4-55 P.a. Lou a.m. •4:44.1taa.
Arrive- Leigitkilt .  las P-ga- y:gro a.m. 4:55 Pio






Advise Carionadule   455 pin.
Arrive Chicago  630 a.ax
Arrive St. Look  . P p.m.
SOUTH BOUND No. 305
Lame St. Louis  745 11-nx
Leavy Chicago  els am.
Larry Caboniale  1.3 :$11am

















NOM? BOUND 101-1102 133-83.5
Leave‘ Nashville  11:10 am  
Leave kisoldneville  11 .a a.m o:ge
Leave Prineeten  e:20 p.m 75 am
Arrive Paducah  4:53 sows a.m.
Leave Paducah  Oils p.m. e 411
Arrive Cairo .r . 7 as .in. 11:30 am.
her's, St Louis  7iss iLin. coo pas.
Mime Mimeo  6:3ir am. 11:30 pm.
SOVIIKH BOUND sar-lar 1136436
be Casey,  Car p.m gr.ds
Lowe St Louis  11;40 Sulk 3:30
1,4rwe Cairo  ••••aa slir, pm.
Arrive Paducah  7:411 LAIL 7:40 Pa&
Illasve Sauna  7:p La y.so p.m.
Aradve Princeton  9:49 0311. 443 PAL
Arrive HopkinevIlle  • • • .. 6:to p.m.












Trains marked (a) rvis daNy except Sunday. All other trivas rims
okay. Trains 103 and tod carry through sleeps be:ween Cuaciaaall,
Memphis and New Oriestas; tient 161 and too sdeePers between Laois.
vale, Memphis and 'New Orleans Trains Floi and Saa sleepers betimes
Paducah and St. LOUIS. Traas, a•I cen•sees at use Cairo with Cbienold
J. agent, atic Ticket Office, Paducah. Ky.
ileeper. For farther lutormatioa, ads''
T DONOVAN,
R. It P'RAT'HER, Ticket Agent, tloicnt Depot, Pollscah, Ky.
P. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., WisFine• KY.
ICON A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., IngebObis, Tem
S. G. HATCH. G. P. A.. Chisesik
%T. BRILL. D. P. A.. sk. boom sem
EDGAR W:WHITTEMORED
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MM!REAa. BS'ira. BSTE3314 KENTUCKY ?ARAM. f.ASY
LY PAYMENT LOTS IFOR soryErromprr. 1111111113t14
ZENTUCKY REAL PSTA TB )01ARNIAL AND MICR LAST
FERE TO IVERYBODY. SIND Fat IT.
ILDG•W. WRITTEPOLHILL. Ps•dmitaish.
Paducah Transfer Company=pa- 41n4or poreend)
MINERAL CARTABEE_ELUSINgagt 
VIIPBRIOR FACILITIES FOE HAMMING FREIGHT, MACHIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MOT/ ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. U. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
Clem Fransiola
Cases For Trial Today.
The Altos corning up today for
trial are G. W. Knight vs Paducah
Box.anst Basket factory; Dave John-
son vs Paducah Traction Company,
and lory Holland, vs C. C. Coleman.
Knight claims damages for injuries
he received wttae working at the
basket factors.
Dave Johnson was stopping from a
street car at Third and Husbands
streets when the car starttd before
he could get off, with result, he
charges, that he was thrown to the
ground and painfully hurt. He wants
Yr 000 damages.
Tory Holland; a farmer of the
county, claims C. C. Coleman fenced
in some of his property and wrong
fully kept possession of it. Holland
ir one suit sues to recover posses-
sion of the land, and in the other he
asks for damages on the ground that
Colman trespassed on the property
"NO REPRESENTATIVE
OF LABOR CAN FIGHT
HEARST WITH JUSTICE."
Organizer John C. Harding Says
Editor Is Beat Friend of
the Printers.
Chicago, Oct. ass—During the meet-
ing of Typographical Union No. t6,
Organizer John C. Harding, who is
also a member of the Chicago board
of education, said:
"No representative of labor can
with justice oppose William Randolph
Hearst's record as a fair employer.
He employs more members of the In-
ternational Typographical Union than
any individual employer, firm or cor-
poration in North America. Further-
more, no employer has contributed
more aid to the International Union
to secure the eight-hour day and
honest wages than Mr Hearst."
+ PECULIARITIES OF
NUMBER SEVEN+
+ + + + + +
What is it that makes the number
seven a favorite? From the earliest
times this numeral has held a peculiar
significance in all things It is the
favorite number with gamblers. There
are so-called seven wonders in the
wdrld. Shakespeare divided the hu-
man life into seven ages.
Hippocrates ay: that the septenary
number, by its occult power and vir-
tue, tends to the accomplishment of
all things, and it is the dispenser of
life and the fountain of all its chang-
es. In ancient times a child was not
named until it had been born seven
days And the teeth are first cut in
the seventh month, and are renewed
in the seventh year
In olden times many philosophers
wrote treatises on the number seven.
If 142s supposed to have magi-Cal prop-
erties for good, and it is the one num-
ber below ten that neither begets nor
is begotten.
a number of peculiar coincidences
seem to have surrounded the tirst
seven presidents of the United States.
All but one of these were sixty-six
years old on leaving office. and the re-
maining one would have been that age
had he been elected to a scond term
of office. Three of the seven died
on the Fourth of July. and two ot
them on the sa:rrist day and year. These
two last were on the subcommittee of
three which drafted the Declaration
of Independence They both died on
the anniversary of the Declaration.
The initials of the names of two of
the seven are the same; the initials
of two others are the came; and the
initials of still two others are also the
same. Of the first five, none had a
aott. and the two who had sons were
nut elected to second terms.
Seven in Human 1.4e.
Another writer divide, the human
life as follows: At three times seven
a man reaches a competent age in the
eyes of the law-, at four times seven
he is in full possession of his
strength; at five times seve.n he is
fit for the business of the world; at
six times seven he becomes grave and
wise, if he is ever destined to be; at
seven times seven he is in his apo-
gee, and from that time he begins to
decay: at eight times seven he i in
his first chmateric; at nine times he is
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LAN GSTAPT-ORM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
al~sesiL 11.1=C-°'
Siclng Yellow U Gum DI Ash B Maple E Oak It ' Blinds:
Walnut 
Sash Doors
LiThsh Pine Poplar Beech Elm Interior
Finish
GUM, BEECH 4141) OAK FLARING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED ANIVOLISHED6 TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE
Doe Phonot 26 We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills. 438 South Sneed
flooring, Ceiling, L
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lohnsonville. 7 7, falr.ng.
64,
Mt. Carmel. 1.3. standing.
Washville, 8.8, falling
Pittsburg. 6.3, falling.
Davis Island DAM, 5.6, rising.
St Louis, 5.8, falling
Mt. Vernon—Missing.
Paducah. too, rising.
The Jim Duffy got out for the
Tennessee river Sunday night after
more ties.
The Lyda has gone to Jopps to de-
liver a tow of ties for reshipment
North by rail.
J. E. Berry has taksn the plsce of
second clerk on the John S. liferplrins.
Captain James Roger is over at
'Se. Louis looking after repaire to the
City of Savannah, which shortly re-
enters the St. Louis-Tennessee river
trade
Work on the John S. Hopkins' new
pilot house and Texas cabin is pro-
graming nicely. This portion of the
boat was destroyed by fire several
weeks ago.
The Joe Fowler Sunday resumed
her business in the Evansville trade,
relieving the Dunbar which has been
running in her plscc dnring low
water.
The L N. Hook passes here today
en route from Cairo to the Tennessee
river after ties
Evansville Courier says: "The labor
shortage still continues. Monday the
,tessner Morning Star from Louisville
came in with a full crew of white
men. They were mostly farmer boys
picked up in the neighborhood of
Louisville. The roasters have been
getting fairly gOod waged, lint like
-The bills tAio arc compelled by in-
•einct to fly away tit tire loath as
winter approaches. The big country
bois seemedleo be satisfied with their
wages and quitters and worked like
heavers loafing and unloading the
big Louisville packets. They don!
have to be driven and are willing to
lo anything in reason. With their aid
'he big packets are going, to be able




The following is a list
of simple safe remedies, vet:,
often needed to overcome
the little ills that occur in
every household.
Spirits of Camphor for
cold in the head.
Tincture of Arnion for
sprains and bruises.
Water of Amonia, for
sting and bit of *sects.
Aromatic Spirits of Amen.
Is, as a stimulant in sick
headache and fainting.
Bicarbonate of Soda, as a
dressing for burns.
Essence of Ginger, for
colic.
essence of Peppermint
for sick stoniach vomit-
ing.
Carbolated Vaseline, is the
be!!heIng








(Continues! From First Page.)
We cannot prevent men desirous of
a labor vote from making speeches
in favor of excluding any kind of com-
petition
"This does not seem to have gone
•beyond irrespiansible agitation, to
which no attention can be paid by
this government or should be by tbe
people of Japan. The trouble about
schools appears to have risen from
the fact that the schools which the
Japanese had attended were destroyed
at the time of the earthquake and
have not been replaced.
"You may assure the government
of Japan in most positive terms that
the government of the United States
will not for a moment entertain the
idea of any treatment toward the Jap-
anese people other than accorded to
the people of the most friendly Eno,
pean nation, and that there is no rea-
son to suppose that the people of
the United States desire ous govern
ment to take any different uric.
"The president had directed the de-
partment of justice to make immedi-
ate and fuU investigation and take
such steps as the facts call for to
maintain all treaty rights of Japan-
ese subjects in the spirit of the friend-
ship and respect which our people
have so long entertained The pure-
ly local and occasional nature of the
San Francisco school question should
be appreciated when the Japanese re-
member that Japanese students are
welcomed at hundreds of schools and
colleges all over the country.
"ROOT."
IllUETCA.Lrlit INVESTIGATION
Has No Effect on Attitude of the
School Board.
San Francisco, Oct. 29.—The an-
nouncement of the comics of Secre-
ttry Metcalf of the department of
commerce and labor to the ,coast to
estigate the alleged exclusion of
Japanese from the schools of the city,
has not changed the temper of the
board of education on the question.
President Roosevelt, the educators
are satisfied, has been incorrectly ad-
vised relative to the conditions here
and the attitude of the board of edu-
cation. They are convinced when the
matter is made clear to the presi-
dent's personal representative, Mr.
Metcalf, who is a Pacific coast man,
that all talk of their action leading to
ineernetional complications will cease.
"It apt*** that there has been
mach misinlinemation furnished the
I authorit'es at Washington," said
School Director Oliver. "Judging
from the attitude of the Japanese gov-
ernment, it is also asparent that the
, Japanese at home labor under the de-
' lusion that Japanese children have
been actually excluded from the city
schools without any provision having
been made for them.
"Japanese children have not and
will not be excluded from the schools
of San Franc4sco.
—Sunday Harvey Norman, of May-
field, was be ught through here cu-
rl ute bonne from Russellville, where
his leg was broken while playing
football.
--A4tintlee4scir McCandless ot-tbe
Standard Tie Company is preparing
to more to Wetophis his headquar-
ters that lame been maintained here
th past few years.
MANY SUNDAY
EXCURSIONISTS
(Continued from Page flue.)
draw had swung into position the
three cars, which NAcke running at a
ILgh rate of speed, dashed onto the.
trestle. With a lurch the forword
ca left the rails and dashed into the
guard rail, the other two cars follow-
ing. At the point where the cars
jumped the track the top of the
trestle is nearly twenty feet high. The
first two cars were instantly submerg
cd, but the third car of the train
caught on an abutment and remained
suspended. It was from this car that
nearly all of the injured escaped.
News of Disaster.
The news of the chsester was quick-
ly telegraphed to this city, and .11
Ices than an hour the work of react::
had been begun. At the time of the
accident the tide, which rises about
ten feet was running in, and the work
of the divers was necessarily slow. It
was not until SCVCT.ii hours later
that the divers were able to make any
progress. Then the awful evidence ,f
the disaster became more apparent
When the cars struck the beam oi
the waterers; they stood almost yo
cid and the first man to descene ic-
ported that the victims were packed
in the lower ends of the submerged
cars so tightly that it was difficult
to move them. One by awe the bod-
ies were brought up, carried to a
waiting train and laid side by side,
lator to be borne to this city an4
placed in the Empire Theatre. Thous-
ands of persons quickly gathered at
the scene of the disaster and a score
of boats soon surrounded the spot
whre the cars disappeared, but they
were unable to render an, aid.1
At the morgue the scenes werr
pathetic. Persons who hied iirismilis
on the illfated cars were croerded
about the door and with difficulty
were margined from forcing their
way into the building. One of the
most heartrending incidents was fur-
nished by Frederick Benckeet. who
lost his entire family, a wife and two
children. Beuckerk was not inform-
ed of the accident until too late to
catch the trans and he harrnd here
in an automobile. When be saw the
bodies of his wife and two little boys
lying side by side on the floor, Ben-
ckert collapsed and ,had to be car-
ried from the building.
Walter Scott, the motorman. was
killed because of his anxiety to
spend a good oart of th. v with hls
wife here. It was Scott's custom
to run only as far os Millville but
today he swapped runs with another




Stories of terrible cxperiences are
told by those who escaped death in
the submerged coaches. A Mr:
McDonald, of Philadelphia, who was
in the third car, had the following
to say of her experience:
-When the cars went overboard I
was looking out of the window. It
was terrible. I saw that we were all
doomed, and my first. thought was
ot my husband. The cars plunged
over and the water rushed into the
windows and doorways. Fortunately
I am a good swimmer. The Lord only
krows how I broke my way through
a window, but I did it. As I rose to
the surface I thooght of my husband
and dove down in the faint hope that
could get him.
"I went down and down, and finally
grabbed hold of a body. I game up
with it, but discovered that I had res-
cued some other man, and he got
•..fety ashore. I dove twice more,
..nd each time I brought up a strange
rum The fourth time I went down I
reached my husband and succeeded in
landing him safely ashore.'
Mrs. McDonald is now at tilt:
TRADE° NURSE
LOST POCKETBOOK
(Costumed from Pepe One.)
hc.me of T. V. Townsend, on Penn- and firaedway, Nonesylvania avenue, in this city, and her yet ben recovered.husband is with her. Both are badly
bruised and suffering from shock
GERONIMO IS DISTRUSTFUL
Apache Chief Does Not Believe
Tribe Will Be Given Liberty.
Lawton, Ok., Oct. aft—When the
Apache Indian delegation that recent-
ly went to Washington to ask Presi-
dent Roosevelt to liberate the prison-
ers of war at Fort Still made its Cu-
port before an Apache tribunal coun-
cil Geroninio, the war chief and last
leader of the little band, is said to
have replied in very strong terms
that neither the president nor the
war department meant to give the
tribe its liberty.
Geroahno then stated that the
Apaches are as near being civilized as
y of the other red blanket India=
of the west and that they are the only
Indians in the United States that are
being held as prisoners of war by
the United States government. The
most obnoxious things, said the old
chief, are to have all business of the
Indians transacted by others than
ebeetecives and the restrictions that
prevent them from cultivating their
own lands.
The delegation reported that when
Secretary Taft comes west in a few
weeks he will visit Fort Sill and the
Indian villages there He will is-
quire into the condition of the In-
dians and on his return to Washing-
ton make a report concerning thew
future.
The Indians are not sanguine that
President Roosevelt *Ill act favor-
ably on their petition. They say that
the president appreciates their condi-
time after twenty yews of military
confinement and that ;f he were dis-
posed to take their control out of the
hands of the military he could do so
without having an investigation made
here.
No woman can wear a becoming
gown without a shade of pride
Perhaps no one appreciates a legacy
more than a man without legs.
of them have
Horst and Buggy Found.
' Sunday Mr. Thorn of Tyler, just
utside Mechanicsburg, informed the
p.dice be 1...d found a horse and
buggy roaming around the country
loild and taken then up. Investigation
showed the outfit to be that G. B
Roach tit Epperson lost Saturday
night from the city scales lot on
;ouch' Second street, where he had
left the horse hitched while be came
up into tbes,city to transact busineea
It is not Itnottn whether the hotsb=
loose and 'milked away, or
someone stele the outfit, drove an-
ti costested sad then turned it
loose.
IHear-tease Lodge, No. 33, Ladies'Society Brotherhood of Locomotive •
Firemen, will give an "All Hallowe'en
Carnival" at Rogers' hell, rao5 Broad-
way. Wednesday evening. October 3t.
from 8 to 11 p TT Admission s5c
WARNING.
COAL WILL ADVANCE TWO
CENTS A BUSHEL NOVEMBE
milT. DON'T TAKE CHANCES 0
DEALERS WHO AR A COM-
PLAINING OF THEIR MINES
INABILITY TO SHIP THEM
COAL PLACE YOUR ORDER
WITH BRADLEY Bk0S. AND
REST EASY KNOWING YOUR
ORDER WILL BE FILLED
PROMPTLY WITH THE BEST
COAL BROUGHT TO THE MAR-
KET. WE HAVE A LARGE SUP-
PLY IN OUR SHEDS IN RE-
SERVE AND OUR MINES ARE
SHIPPING US DAILY.
LUMP i.e. EGG I2C, NUT in
PER BUSHEL
PHONE 339 BRADLEY BROS.
Canines Were Seam
Druggist James Nagel and Mr.
Frendoll Burnett, both of North
Fifth street, have had their bird dogs
stolen, and reported the theft to the
officers
Drunk and Disorderly.
The above is the charge on which
Tom Ross, white, was locked up last
evening by the authorities, who found
him on South Third beyond Norton
street
Illerdsent Held Up.
Mr. James Barksdale of the Third
and Kentucky avenue furniture store,
was going by Tenth and Jefferson
streets Saturday went when a negro
asked kis, to change a dollar. While
he was counting the change, the dirty
shcoved a pistol in Barksdale's fare
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FOR RENT—One apartment in
"Sans Souct" apartments oI hioseh
syn St. Steam Heatel. W. E. Codices.
LOST—Large pocketbook with ego
in bills. and $33 worth of checks pay-
able to Contractor George Ingram.
who lost it. Finder return to Regis-
ter and get reward.
I have opened a first class restaur-
ant at 238 Kentucky avenue, next
door to Third street, and will, be
pleased to have you call, Best service
ptornotly rendered. 1.ES PURDY
Ewen Accountant.
I Will post, examine, syst •matize eel
audit books by the day, v. eel:. or the
job. Terms Reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, Jr.. till Ftatern
ity building1
WANTED FOR U. S. ARM IF—
Able-bodice onnaarried men between
ages of at and 3S; chimes. of Usdael
S.teses„ of good character en tempt-
rite habits, who can speak, read Ned
writ* ilegilek. For mtermasies ao-
rsy to Reereiting Officer, Now Mick-
woad House, Padeesh, j.
Brother MeCleSes promised OW
he would sot vacate the smsper's
chair to run for governor We's kept
it—Judge.
The Georgia Lee gets to Memphis
today and leaves there tomorrow,
bound back to Cincinnati. She ar-
rives here Friday on her way np.
The City of Salta]." is due today
out of the Tennessee river for St.
Lamle.
Largest, Best and Biggest Selling
Comright Novels of the Day
Reza:toy. by Gertrude Atherton Barr. This is the biggest
The most powerful novel ithis book in the United States today.talented 'ahoy.
House of Defence, Benson. This 
The Lady Evelyn, by Man Pm-
is Benson's latest and greatest berton. Here is a problem. /Peery
wort girl hopes to have one like it to
Doc Gordon, by Mary_ It WU. soiva. 4
kina—Freenian. Per and away the A Rock in the Baltic, by
die beet book written by this Robert Barr. A rattling good
popular author. story of love, romance and ad-
The Man Between, by Ameba venture.
These are beautiful books. illustrated in mini, regular 111.60
bindings and our special price is only goc. Sold only by us at
this price. We receive all the new books as soon as they are
published and we cat prides on al boobs.
D. E.Wilsou it larbour's Departunt Store
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent Let us build the house; you pay for it is yes
pay rent. Vacant lets in pares of tbe city. Nice lots ea the
;imposed car enemnion en 'rood is onion depot sod se Air
streets from efe is Sip sae& Buy now ea k --- j. pie
while chew Trio it dee highest ground in the city. Property it
anwaseng ropier. •
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L Gard D. Seeders. Pres. sod My. Phone 765.
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